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In childhood we strove to go to school, 

 

Our turn to teach, joyous as a rule 

 

The end of the story is sad and cruel 

 

From dust we came, and gone with winds cool 
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Abstract 

 

The present study aims to the novel technique by laser deposition of Aluminum and 

Copper nano particles on silicon wafer substrate. Thin µm films have been deposited 

from one-side coated glass to Silicon wafers by sputtering nano particles using laser 

radiation. The Distance between donor film and substrate was up to several 100 µm, 

and it has been optimized as 300 µm.  

As soon as the laser energy threshold is reached, particles are expelled from the 

donor and consequently transferred to the accepting substrate. By deposition of 

nano particles, the thin film could be made. Copper or Aluminum film formation is 

described involving four stages, namely nucleation, growth, coalescence, and 

thickening. In order to make the film thicker, electroless nickel and afterward gold is 

plated on the particles for further adhesion measurements.  

A step-by-step optimization guide for deposition parameters was first developed and 

presented. Different Nd lasers by considering the various pulse duration (picosecond 

and nanosecond) and also different wavelengths (Infrared and Green) have been 

used for implementing nano particles on Si-Wafer substrate. Further, the effect of 

various parameters on adhesion test and the mechanism for depositing a layer was 

taken into consideration.  

Regarding chemical features and different reflectivity (R), Copper and Aluminum 

react similarly in Infrared laser for processing material and showing different 

behaviors in various wavelengths. The different absorption of Al and Cu in a specific 

wavelength indicates distinguished roughness of thin film on the silicon wafer which 

has been considered in multiple test conditions. The effect of Al and Cu absorption is 

determined by Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and Focused Ion Beam 

(FIB) analysis. The identification of laser energy threshold, pulses per laser shot, in 

addition to pulse overlapping is essential if the best deposition results are going to be 

deposited by laser direct writing (LDW) method. This technique is considered as the 

most critical direct-write alternative for lithographic processes to generate patterns 

with high-resolution which is a completely masked-less process and no additional 

vacuum chamber is required. 

The deposition of nanoparticles was demonstrated by preparing Under Bump 

Metallization (UBM) although this technique might be utilized for some other 



applications such as bonding and interconnections technology for micro-electronics, 

micro-mechanical, and micro-optical devices.  



Kurzfassung 

 

Die vorliegende Studie beschreibt eine neuartige Technik zur Laserabscheidung von 

Al und Cu Nanopartikeln auf Silizium-Wafern. Dünne Schichten auf einem 

Trägerglas bzw. Spenderfolie werden durch Laserbestrahlung (Laser Direct Writing, 

LDW)  auf Siliziumwafer übertragen.  Der Abstand zwischen Spenderfolie und 

Substrat beträgt einige 100 μm, wobei ein Abstand von 300 μm zur Herstellung 

glatter und gut begrenzter Streifen mit Breiten um  100 µm optimal ist.  

Sobald die Laserenergieschwelle erreicht ist, werden die Partikel aus der 

Spenderfolie emittiert und auf das Si-Substrat übertragen. Die Herstellung von 

Kupfer oder Aluminiumschichten ist durch 4 Stufen charakterisiert, nämlich 

Keimbildung, Wachstum, Koaleszenz und Verdickung. Um eine stärkere 

Schichtdicke bis  500 nm zu erzeugen, werden für Adhäsionsmessungen chemisch 

Nickel- und anschließend Gold-Partikel plattiert.  

Zu Beginn wurde eine Schritt-für-Schritt-Optimierungsanleitung für 

Abscheidungsparameter entwickelt und anschließend präsentiert. Verschiedene 

Nd:YAG-Laser mit Pulsdauern von einigen Pikosekunden und Nanosekunden und 

mit unterschiedlichen Wellenlängen (Infrarot und Grün) wurden zur Abscheidung von 

Nanopartikeln auf Si-Wafern verwendet. Ferner wurde die Wirkung verschiedener 

Parameter auf die Adhäsionskraft einer Schicht untersucht.  

Die chemischen Eigenschaften und Reflektivitäten von abgeschiedenem Kupfer und 

Aluminium sind bei Einsatz von verschiedenen Infrarot-Lasern vergleichbar, zeigen 

jedoch verschiedene Verhaltensweisen bei grünen Wellenlängen. Die 

unterschiedliche Absorption von Aluminium und Kupfer bei spezifischen 

Wellenlängen ergibt unterschiedliche Rauigkeiten der Schichten auf dem 

Siliziumwafer. 

Die Wirkung unterschiedlicher optischer Absorption von Al- und Cu-Spendern wird 

durch Energiedispersive Röntgenspektroskopie (EDX) und Focused Ion Beam (FIB) 

Analysen untersucht. Die Pulsüberlappung ist von wesentlicher Bedeutung, um gute 

Abscheidungsergebnisse zu erzielen.  

Die LDW-Technik gilt als die bedeutende Direkt-Schreib-Alternative für 

lithographische Prozesse, um Muster mit hoher Auflösung zu erzeugen. Des 

Weiteren ist keine zusätzliche Vakuumkammer erforderlich. 
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1. Introduction  

The goal of this thesis is to perform a novel study of Laser deposition, 

structuring, and adhesion mechanism on the deposited particles as one of the 

generative manufacturing processes with laser radiation. Lasers can deposit 

controlled amounts of energy in any desired locations. Among the many 

features of the laser radiation, such as the long coherence length, low 

divergence, the mono chromaticity and “drop energy in place” idealized lasers 

for material processing. Lasers can create micro patterns by adding material. In 

this case, the controlled energy of lasers is implemented to transfer material 

accurately and precisely from a source to a distinct location on a substrate. 

The Nd:YAG laser is the most commonly used types of the solid-state laser at 

present. Neodymium-doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (Nd:YAG) possesses a 

combination of unique properties for laser operation. The YAG has excellent 

optical quality and also high thermal conductivity. Furthermore, the cubic 

structure of YAG favors a narrow fluorescent line width, which results in a high 

gain and low threshold for laser operation [1]. In Nd:YAG, trivalent neodymium 

substitutes for trivalent yttrium, so charge compensation is not required.  

Laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) is a laser-based additive of direct-write 

techniques in which laser pulses are implemented to elicit material from a donor 

film and deposit it in a receptor substrate. This method can print droplets of 

solutions and also micro/nano particles with a high resolution. Furthermore, it 

can work in the air (at atmospheric pressure and room temperature), being a 

non-contact technique which avoids contamination problems, and the possibility 

to integrate it with laser micro-machining. LIFT techniques provide some 

opportunities for models, forms, and devices which cannot handle traditional 

photolithography tools and they are perfectly suitable for digital micro-fabrication 

applications. Laser-induced forward transfer procedures are ideal for many fast 

prototyping applications which completed the design, fabrication, and testing of 

a given structure quickly because they are non-lithographic digital micro-

fabrication processes. LIFT has high speed in writing for roll-to-roll applications. 

This technique, which is going to explain in more details in the present study, is 
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used to produce thin films from one-side coated glass to a silicon wafer 

substrate with micro/nano particles by using laser radiation.  

The present research aims to study an adhesion mechanism of the thin film 

made of aluminum and copper deposited particles. Film formation is commonly 

explained by a model, including micro/nano transferred particles and thickening 

stage. The adhesion tape test was implemented to see whether the selected 

substrates can adhere to sputtered particles or not. The influence of different 

operating modes of lasers and different pulse durations (Nano & Pico second) 

are examined, as well as the average power and beam quality of solid-state 

lasers.  

1.1. State of the art  

The studies of the implementation of micro/nano particles as seeds in the 

substrates have been assigned to the representation of the technique to 

transfer the materials without any changes to their specific properties. It means 

that the particular method should not have any chemical reaction till the material 

properties will be steady during the process. The further remark was how the 

deposition rate can be accelerated. Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) and 

Laser Chemical Vapor Deposition (LCVD) are the deposition methods which are 

often used in the semiconductor industry to produce thin films.   

In LCVD technique the deposition rate was approximately 10µm/s (In the LIFT 

method the process can be increased up to 30 m/s). The next important 

consideration for producing thin film was not to utilize and the process should 

be performed even in room atmosphere. The other important point was to 

transfer micro/nano lines for pads in bonding applications. This dimension of 

deposition the particles were similar as patterns that could be generated by 

lithographic technique. Photolithography is a process which uses light to 

transfer material from a photomask to the substrate. 

This procedure is used in the micro-electronics industry and micro-

electromechanical systems. The study has illustrated that micro wires in the 

range of 10 µm can be fabricated by using electron beam lithography. This 

method had its disadvantages. The process should be done in completely flat 
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substrates to make effective patterns. Photolithography needs very clean 

conditions without any contaminations. The mask was too expensive and it 

could be used just for one application and the process was not flexible. The 

procedure includes multiple chemical steps which make environmental 

pollution.  

Laser Direct Writing (LDW) allows deposition in non-flat substrates despite 

photolithography technique. Furthermore, wide range of materials can be 

deposited including metals, polymers, dielectrics and composites. It is able to 

transfer complex patterns from donor to acceptor substrates. Wide range of 

fluids with different viscosity could be carried out in LDW. In addition, multilayer 

structures will be achieved by different materials in various types of ribbons. 

The penetration depth of the particles has an essential role in the attachments 

of the transferred metals from the substrate. The permeation of transferred 

particle in the substrate varies from some nanometers to 1-2 µm in adsorption 

and absorption phase respectively.  

For having a smooth thin film with LDW procedure, some essential parameters 

such as optimized laser pulse energy, laser pulse overlapping, donor thickness, 

laser pulse duration, should be considered which all have been explained and 

measured in Chapter 5. Adhesion is one of the most important indexes to check 

the quality of the thin films which has been evaluated by doing tape test and 

shear test during the process.  

Thin films have the potential to be the pioneer mechanism for devices with 

dimension from micro-to-millimetre range requiring large forces over large 

displacements. Multilayer thin films are implemented as metallic contacts, which 

rely on Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS). The vastest applications of 

thin films are MEMS and medical devices. The MEMS are applied widely as 

intelligent integrated electrical systems such as electrical contacts and relays, 

hybrid circuits (high frequency), optical detectors, mirrors and radio frequency 

(RF) switches. LDW technique has an advanced microfabrication processes to 

pattern thin layers of conducting and insulating materials on silicon or polymer 

substrates. The high rate and low cost technique in laser direct writing made 
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this method very effective in small production and rapid prototype fabrication of 

high precision printed circuit boards (PCB).  

1.2. Material processing on Si-Wafer 

Surface engineering is described as the improvement or modification of a 

surface by using thin coatings. The range of applications is different, extending 

from various tasks to some applied reasons such as developing electrical 

features and bio-compatibility. According to [8-10], the sustainability of the 

surfaces and the physical properties would be increased by using the heating 

process. 

The higher surface coverage is attained by precipitating smaller particles 

directly into the silicon, through a higher homogeneity and better adhesion [11]. 

One of the methods of making thin films is sputter deposition. In this procedure, 

the particles will be ejected from the material owing to the bombardment of the 

solid target by energetic atoms. Sputtering takes place when the transfer of an 

atom is directed at a target with the energy which is necessary to establish 

bonds with other atoms. Linear sputtering occurs when recoiling target atoms 

can surpass the surface barrier. A deposition of sputtered particles is attained 

after atoms and their subsequent transport. The yield rate relies mainly on the 

ion energy in addition to involving the atomic masses [2]. Sputtering does not 

occur below a particular energy threshold [3-5].  

Pattern-Transfer Techniques (PTT) is considered as the most economical 

selection regarding those large-scale manufacturing situations, in which the 

parallel creation of identical patterns is fundamental. In this case, the selected 

model is produced into the substrate in one step at the same time. PTT is 

mostly limited to constant and uniform substrates [14, 15]. Micro Contact Prints 

(MCP) and Photolithography methods (PL) are regarded as the most widely-

used PTT. Further, the photolithography has more advantages in comparison to 

the modern technological progress, which paved the way for micro structure 

production. However, some disadvantages should be taken into consideration 

for both MCP and PL. For instance, the creation of a mold or a mask should be 

done in advance, which is expensive and time-consuming.  
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Fig.1.1 shows the schematic picture of the LIFT process in the studies. As it can 

be seen in the picture, a piece of a glass (25 mm diameter and 1 mm 

thickness), which was coated with copper or aluminum (500 nm thickness; 

tolerance: ± 10%) were implemented in this method. The particles are going to 

be transferred from the covered side of the glass to the upper side of the 

substrate. An inert gas (argon) can be utilized in the process to prevent 

oxidization of the sputtered particles in the substrate. Electroless metal 

deposition [7] is regarded as a surface-finishing technology whereby one or 

more metallic atom layer films are plated into a material surface. After nickel 

plating onto copper and aluminum, the results indicated that plating appears 

precisely on the line of copper or aluminum seeds on the Si-wafer. This transfer 

is defined as the movement of atoms from a donor surface into the substrate by 

using a laser source.  

 

Fig.1.1 Schematic picture of metal deposition on Si-wafer substrate 

Various repetition rates produce a different average output power by 

picosecond laser which will be explained in chapter 5. In this regard, both the 

pulse energy and intensity of each sputtering line are calculated.  

The process of laser deposition has made a lot of improvement in the 

production of sensors, micro batteries, interconnects, antennae and solar cells. 

The integration of various LDW techniques is implemented to fabricate the 

embedded electronic devices and circuits. For instance, the devices implanted 
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in the pockets associated with laser micro-machining are cabled to establish 

working circuits by laser deposition of the metal interconnects. Furthermore, 

there is a possibility for using the LDW technique to transfer the entire 

instruments which are capable of performing the same task of pick and place 

machines implemented in assembling a circuit board. It is worth mentioning 

that, this broad range of capacities cannot be recommended for other 

processing technique having the same setup for the rapid prototyping of 

electronic circuits. In spite of the availability of these capabilities, LDW 

techniques involve a limited use to repair, modify and customize the integrated 

circuit applications. LDW is the output of the requirements in feature size, layer 

thickness, cross-contamination and material properties for these devices. 

Nearly ablation threshold fluence was noticed for all pulse durations and 

multiple-pulse irradiation [16, 19].  

 LIFT is capable of writing all kinds of patterns for a wide range of surfaces both 

in contactless and non-lithographic conditions [17, 18]. The donor substrate, like 

glass or unique synthetic materials, is usually regarded as a laser-transparent 

substrate, which is covered on the side with a specific material. Laser pulses 

pass through the transparent side of the donor substrate and the coated film on 

its other side [20]. Particles are expelled from the donor when a particular laser 

energy threshold is obtained, and accordingly, they are transferred to the 

acceptor substrate. The laser fluence is mainly responsible for specifying the 

size of the particle sizes. Indeed, no transfer of material is going to take place 

under a certain fluence threshold [21]. Increasing the laser fluence causes the 

asymmetrical sphere forms which are usually characterized by different 

volumes and frayed edges [22-23]. 

Copper and gold are interestingly suitable to conduct electricity due to the low 

resistivity, good conduction and high resistance to corrosion. However, the 

connection between the noble metals such as Au or Ag and the oxidized layer 

on the substrate is weak. In some cases, adherence of the film to the substrate 

is improved by the creation of the oxide layer with the intermediate layer.  

Material science, chemistry, electrical and mechanical science, physics, and 

manufacturing process are all combined in the process of fabrication and 
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machining thin films for MEMS applications [24- 28]. Some applications such as 

electrical contact relays need high conduction, reliability, and low resistance. 

The multilayer thin films are implemented in technologies such as Electro 

Mechanical Systems. The diffusion layer in metals functions as a diffusion 

barrier and an adhesive layer [29, 30]. Laser direct write is a novel and reliable 

technique for thin film deposition, and it is going to be used in industry for large-

scale production. 

1.3. Scope and structure of the work 

There are some different methods of thin film production such as 

Photolithographic deposition and etching technique which is the most common 

method for circuit board manufacturing. This technology is a complex and multi-

step process which has many disadvantages, for instance, expensive mask 

requirement and also an etching process which has environmental pollution 

because of corrosive chemical usages. The other alternative non-lithographic 

method is a Laser Chemical Vapor Deposition (LCVD) which has a slow 

deposition rate, and the process should be performed in a vacuum chamber. 

The Laser-Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) was a good alternative and 

advantageous solution as a laser direct write technique in comparison with 

Photolithography and LCVD. No mask neither vacuum chamber is needed for 

this process. Vast types of materials, even glass or plastic substrates can be 

used despite the LCVD process. The transferring process is so fast based on 

the laser scanning speed, and it can be done in room atmosphere as well. Also, 

using a direct transferring method to implant conductive micro/nano particles on 

the silicon wafer substrates has some more advantages such as; high 

resolution and high flexibility to control particle size.  

LIFT process could be a new alternative for deposition technique and also for 

Under Bump Metallization (UBM) applications. The adherence of the deposited 

particles on the substrate is so important in the LIFT technique. For that, some 

different thin films are printed as lines, and tape tests are done on the samples 

based on its classification standard chart. The general goal of this study was to 

transfer the Aluminum and Copper particles on the Silicon Wafers and check 
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how well they have adhered to the substrate. The penetration rate and depth 

have an essential role which must be considered to have a smooth film. For 

UBM application, the deposited Copper and Aluminum particles are Electroless 

plated with nickel and gold to be prepared for the shearing test.  

The 80µm SAC305 alloy (Sn 96.5%, Ag 3%, Cu 0.5%) is bumped on the lines 

with different laser parameters. The shear test is done on the solder balls to 

check the film quality and the printed lines and also adhesion between solder 

balls and the printed lines. 

Based on the standard shear test, all the bumps were removed with effective 

shear force, and the trial was passed successfully. Some features such as 

excellent controllability, agility, and efficiency are used by lasers to remove 

small amounts of metal from a surface. Different laser factors in this study 

include laser energy (between 0 and 300 µJ), translation distance (∆, the 

distance transferred between each laser pulse, 1-20 µm), number of passes 

through the same position (1-10 passes). 

The very first study of this research goes to design a plan for the nano particles 

transferring system which has been registered as a patent in Europa and USA 

(US20160346842). Fig.1.2 illustrates the schematic plan of the project. An inert 

gaseous medium guides nano particles that are ablated from the metal parts or 

metal powders which are located on the sides of the chamber. The laser focus 

on the material and the particles will be implemented through the substrate. 

Then, a laser scanning system ablates the metal parts located at the end of the 

final chamber. The ablated particles are combined with the liquids, and they are 

transferred as a drop with a cluster of nano particles. Fig.1.3 shows the particle 

size produced by laser radiation from the explained setup in Fig.1.2. The nano 

particles are ablated from the copper in distilled water in nano range. In these 

tests, some metals such as aluminum, copper, brass, and stainless steel have 

been used in liquids such as distilled water, ethanol, and glycerin. Nano 

particles can be synthesized via laser ablation [73]. 
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Fig.1.2 Nano Particle Production by Laser radiation 

  

 

Fig.1.3 Copper ablated in Distilled water- Particle measurement by AFM 

Laser Direct Writing techniques, as used in this study, are well suited for 

prototyping as well as for fast fabrication of small unit numbers. The laser beam 
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is absorbed through the coated glass to ablate the particles for the next 

implementation process. The ablation threshold of metal particles correlates 

with the average dissociation energy of a coated glass and its ability to reflect or 

absorb ultra-short laser pulse radiation. The parameters are optimized to 

produce a smooth distribution of micro aluminum particles for layer structure.  In 

this study, the short description of different Laser Direct Writing (LDW) process 

has been explained. It is essential to inform about the history of this work and 

technical set up which has been used for the tests and measurements. Different 

types of suitable adhesion tests are explained to specify or modify the film and 

coating properties. The short description of electroless nickel plating on 

aluminum and copper particles is illustrated. Printed particles on silicon wafer 

substrate are shown by electron microscopy and Focused Ion Beam (FIB). The 

comparative effect of two lasers with different pulse duration on the samples is 

shown. The pulse energy, laser shots and also shots overlapping to have a 

smooth thin layer on the silicon wafer is optimized. Roughness parameters are 

explained and measured based on different laser parameters on aluminum and 

copper. Finally, a conclusion of the present work and an outlook of the future 

technical challenges in adhesion tests and results are given. 
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2. Laser Direct Write - Theory and deposition technique 

The present study aimed to represent a laser transfer process for the direct-

write of thin film into different types of substrates. The most common method for 

thin film production in circuit boards application is to place a conductive layer on 

a nonconductive layer using a photo-lithographic deposition and etching 

technique.  

There are a lot of deficiencies in this complex and multi-step procedure which 

have been explained in chapter 1. Mainly, limitations were to minimize the line 

widths and spacing possible due to the wet chemical processes [31]. Therefore, 

the flexible and high accurate method was considered for developing a newer, 

cheaper and safer alternative technology. Printed electronics based on soluble 

materials such as organic and micro materials have gathered a lot of attention 

due to various modern devices. 

The laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) is the most important and known 

process in Laser direct writing technology. The LIFT process consists of three 

steps. First, a single laser pulse is focused onto the donor material through the 

transparent donor substrate to ablate the material. Second, the ablated material 

from the acceptor substrate is transferred to the receiver substrate. Finally, the 

transferred material gets deposited and adheres onto the acceptor substrate. 

The results indicated that the process of laser-induced forward transfer 

processes is implemented to establish the patterns of metallic thin films for 

some micrometers in width and submicron thicknesses under the right test 

conditions. A wide spectrum of different results has been reported for variations 

in wavelength, pulse length, pulse energy, beam profile, and the temporal 

shape of the pulse, all of which can have significant effects on the process [74-

76]. These tests are reported in chapter 5. 

2.1. Overview and origin of the LIFT process 

The first report regarding the laser-induced forward transfer was a patent which 

was registered in 1967 by Brisbane et al. Levene et al. performed the earliest 
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LIFT report of material across in room atmosphere in 1970 [66,67]. Although the 

primary purpose of the study was to develop a laser-based deposition or 

marking process, their work also emphasized highlighting the simplicity and 

high writing speed of the technique. Further, a simple model was also proposed 

based on melting and vaporizing the transferred material as a result of the laser 

pulse energy. The method used by the authors was not applied to other types of 

materials in late 1990. However, the laser-induced forward transfer process, 

through the metals, was regenerated in 2005. Bohandy et al. (1986) 

summarized copper metal pattern disposition by using laser forward to transfer 

inside a vacuum chamber [55]. Two years later, in 1988, the same group 

developed their process which could be performed in room atmosphere 

conditions without needing a vacuum chamber. 

Bohandy’s group invented the laser-induced forward transfer to represent the 

process and suggested a more detailed but similar model which was designed 

by Levene to explain the process [141]. 

In 1991, Gold was utilized to be transferred by Baseman et al. and afterward 

aluminum was used for deposition by Schultze et al. Kantor et al. achieved 

success to transfer titanium in 1992 and tungsten in 1994. LIFT was used to 

print nickel by Sano et al. in 2002. It is worth mentioning that the lasers had a 

pulse duration of nanoseconds (except microsecond laser which was used to 

transfer tungsten). Tolbert et al. studied the use of multilayered films and 

displayed one of the first applications of an absorbing layer in the LIFT process. 

Based on this method, a thin layer, which is usually a metal, is sputtered on the 

transparent glass and the material is then transferred [142]. 

In spite of detailed works about LIFT process on metals, donor films of oxides 

like AL2O3 (Greer et al. 1988), In2O3 (Zergioti et al. 1998 and 2002), V2O5 

(Chakraborty et al. 2007) were additionally utilized for transferring through this 

procedure. The prior research group that showed the practicality of the LIFT for 

depositing complex material was from Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in 

Washington D.C [143]. 

Distinctive inorganic compounds have deposited efficiently with this system, for 

instance:  BaTiO3 or NiCr (Chrisey et al. 2000) to manufacture circuit 
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components for microelectronics or TiO2 (Kim et al. 2004, 2006) for solar cell 

applications. Moreover, inorganic/organic materials, like epoxy resin with carbon 

and silver or carbon/polyepichlorohydrin have additionally been used for the 

production of polymer thick film resistors and chemical sensors by Moli et al. 

2001 and Alberto Pique et al. 2003 respectively. 

Nowadays, the LIFT technique has been implemented to transfer different kinds 

of materials. LIFT is regarded as an interesting technique to fabricate 

conductive patterns in microelectronics with its wonderful characteristics such 

as compatibility with a various class of substrates including glass, polymer, 

ceramics, and silicon. 

2.2. Light absorption in material 

The material properties utilized within LIFT process, consider absorption 

coefficient and reflectivity. The medium absorption is characterized by the 

proportion of absorbed radiant power to the incident radiant power. Reflectance, 

transmittance, and absorption are specified as ratios of radiant power values, 

and they are dimensionless. These quantities are used to depict the optical 

facts in materials. The optical properties of materials rely on the thickness of the 

sample, surface conditions, and angle of incidence, temperature and 

polarization impacts. These factors can be classified into optical and thermo-

physical properties. 

2.2.1 Absorption Coefficient (α):  

The absorption coefficient is a function of wavelength (λ). Relinquishing the 

non-linear impact, the absorption index, α [1/m] of material could be measured 

by using the formula below. 

α =
4𝜋𝑘

𝜆
                                                                                                               (2.1) 

k is the extinction factor. 

The inverse of α provides information regarding the optical penetration depth of 

the material. The absorption coefficient of copper expands by long wavelength 
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because of variation in refractive index and extinction coefficient of the material. 

Likewise, by ignoring the non-linear and also quantum effect, then the 

transmission factor (Tf) of a material decline exponentially with the thickness 

and the equation can be written in the simple term as, 

𝑇𝑓 = exp(−𝛼𝑡)                                                                                                       (2.2)  

Where α is absorption coefficient, and t is the thickness of the material. 

The absorption coefficient can also change by paying attention to the target 

temperature. The equation [131, 138] for absorption coefficient as a function of 

temperature at a determined wavelength is explained for Aluminum in Eq.2.3. 

𝛼(𝑇) = √
4𝜋𝜎0

𝜀0𝜆𝑐[1+𝛽(𝑇−𝑇0)]
                                                                             (2.3) 

Where T[K] illustrates temperature at a given position and time, σ0 [Ω-1m-1] 

target conductance, 𝜀0 [Fm-1] permittivity of free space, λ[m] laser wavelength, 

C[ms-1] laser propagation velocity in a vacuum, 𝛽[𝑘−1] target temperature 

coefficient of resistance, T0[K] initial temperature. 

2.2.2 Reflectivity (R) 

The Reflectivity of a material is a function of wavelength and temperature. For a 

determined wavelength, R can be calculated by Eq.2.4. 

𝑅 =
(1−𝑛)2+𝑘²

(1+𝑛)2+𝑘²
                                                                                                (2.4) 

Where n and k are refractive index and extinction coefficient of material 

respectively. Reflectivity is also related to the temperature. It decreases with 

raising the temperature, and the distinction is visible for longer wavelength. 
  

 

Fig.2.1 normal incidence on a material 
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The complex refractive index will be explained by Eq.2.5 as 

 𝑛𝑐 = 𝑛 + 𝑖𝑘                                                                                                  (2.5)  

As explained before, 𝑛is the refractive index and 𝑘 is extinction coefficient. 

Accepting that the pulsed laser beam has normal impact to the target surface, 

the electric field intensity inside the material can be defined by Eq. 2.6. 

𝐸(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐸0𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝑖𝜔(
𝑧

𝑣
− 𝑡)]                                                                     (2.6) 

where 𝐸(𝑧, 𝑡)is the electric field intensity in the target, E0 is the electric field 

intensity at z = 0, ω is the incident laser angle frequency, 𝑣 is laser propagation 

velocity in the target which is specified by Eq.2.7. 

 𝑣 =
𝑐

𝑛𝑐
                                                                                                        (2.7)  

C is the laser proliferation speed in vacuum. Replacing Eq.(2.5) and Eq.(2.7) in 

Eq.(2.6) we get the addendum equation: 

 𝐸(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐸0 exp(−𝑖𝜔𝑡) exp (−𝑖𝜔
𝑧𝑛

𝑐
) exp (−𝜔

𝑧𝑘

𝑐
)                             (2.8) 

In the target material, the laser intensity is equivalent to square of 𝐸(𝑧, 𝑡) i.e, 

𝐼(𝑧, 𝑡) =  |𝐸(𝑧, 𝑡)|², thusly bringing those squares from claiming Eq.2.8 provides 

for, 

𝐸𝐸∗ = |𝐸0|²exp(−2𝜔
𝑧𝑘

𝑐
)                                                                          (2.9)  

The attenuation of laser intensity in the material is determined by Lambert-Beer 

law.  

𝐼(𝑧, 𝑡) = (1 − 𝑅)𝐼0exp(−𝛼𝑧)                                                                   (2.10) 

Where I0 (W/m2) is the incident laser intensity at a given time, t (s), z (m) is the 

thickness of the material, R, reflectivity and (m-1) is absorption coefficient which 

depends on the material, wavelength, and laser intensity. 𝐼(𝑧, 𝑡)is the intensity 

at specific times, t and depth, z.  

Comparing Eq. 2.9 and 2.10, it could be concluded: 

𝛼 =
2𝜔𝑘

𝑐
=

4𝜋𝑣𝑘

𝑐
=

4𝜋𝑘

𝜆
                                                                                (2.11) 

Based on Lambert-Beer law, it can be written 

𝐼(𝑧, 𝑡) = (1 − 𝑅)𝐼0exp(−
4𝜋𝑘𝑧

𝜆
)              
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2.3. Heat transfer in LIFT 

Laser-induced forward transfer of metal will be commanded to pursue thermal 

processes; in this manner, laser ablation is substantial to comprehend the 

physical mechanism of LIFT. The thermal ablation process provides a specific 

explanation of transfer mechanism throughout LIFT. Based on laser pulse 

duration, the transfer mechanism during LIFT can be classified into some 

notable subdivisions, such as photo-thermal, photo-chemical and photo-

mechanical [132]. 

2.3.1 Heat conduction equation  

In heat transfer, conduction is described as the transfer of power by diffusion 

and collisions of particles due to heat gradient. Thermal transit in a material can 

be essentially explained by Fourier’s Law of heat conduction [133]. It means 

that “the heat transfer via material is proportional to the negative temperature 

gradient”. Assuming that heat flows regularly to the surface area, Eq.2.12 

defines the heat conduction equation mathematically in differential form. 

  
𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘∇𝑇                                                                                               (2.12) 

Where ∇T [W/m.K] coefficient is thermal conductivity, Q [W/m2] is the total heat 

flux, dQ/dt is the flow rate of heat and ∇  is the gradient operator. 

Laser irradiation transfers energy in the material resulting in heat and therefore 

a localized change in temperature. The quantity of energy transferred inside the 

material can be explained as Enthalpy, H. The temperature change, Δ, due to 

small variation in enthalpy, ΔH, among a mass of material, m [kg], is given by 

Eq.2.13. 

∆𝐻 = 𝑚𝑐𝑝∆𝑇                                                                                              (2.13)  

The quantity 𝑐𝑝 [J/kg.K] is the particular heat at the steady pressure. This can 

be illustrated concerning volume by introducing the density, ρ [kg/m3] of the 

material and represented by Eq. 2.14 below. 

∆𝐻𝑣 = 𝜌𝑐𝑝∆𝑇                                                                                             (2.14) 

The negative sign in Eq. 2.12 is illustrative of heat flows from the hot end to the 
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cold end to the thermal slope. Accordingly, heat transfer among the small 

volume element, ΔV, have to either flow to the other direction or alternate the 

enthalpy of the element. This heat transference can be mathematically 

represented with the help of divergence factor. Since heat is a relative quantity, 

it is sufficient to take the dot product which is described by Eq. 2.15. 

∇.
𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑑𝐻𝑣

𝑑𝑡
                                                                                             (2.15)  

The laser source, S(z, t) is used as an additional source of energy which is 

distributed in the z-direction, and it causes enthalpy variation. Therefore, 

Eq.2.15 modifies to Eq.2.16. 

 𝑆(𝑧, 𝑡) −∇.
𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑𝐻𝑣

𝑑𝑡
                                                                               (2.16) 

Using Eq.2.12 and expanding left side of Eq. 2.15 we get Eq.2.17 

−∇.
𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑡
=∇. (𝑘. ∇𝑇) = 𝑘. ∇2T + ∇k. ∇T                                                 (2.17) 

Using Eq.2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 in Cartesian coordinates, the heat diffusion 

equation in three dimensions can be specified by Eq.2.18. 

 
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑘

𝜌𝑐𝑝
[
𝜕²𝑇

𝜕𝑥²
+

𝜕²𝑇

𝜕𝑦²
+

𝜕²𝑇

𝜕𝑧²
] +

1

𝜌𝑐𝑝
[
𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥
.
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑦
.
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑧
.
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
] +

𝑆(𝑧,𝑡)

𝜌𝑐𝑝
      (2.18)  

Assuming that the intensity of the laser beam at a time (t[s]) is I0(0, t) [W/m2], 

the exponential decline of the intensity into the surface can be written as, 

𝐼(𝑧, 𝑡) = (1 − 𝑅)𝐼0(0, 𝑡)exp(−𝛼𝑧)                                                          (2.19) 

So the source term can be represented by Eq.2.20. 

𝑆(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝛼 ∗ 𝐼(𝑧, 𝑡)                                                                                   (2.20)  

The analytical and scalar models of heating a material by using a laser beam as 

a heat origin require solving Eq.2.18, by considering the source term which was 

described by Eq.2.20. Assuming that the laser beam is perpendicular to the 

objective material, the one dimensional of heat formula depicts temperature by 

paying attention to time and depth which is represented by Eq.2.21. 

∆𝑇(𝑧, 𝑡) = 2(1 − 𝑅)𝛼𝐼0
𝜏

𝜋𝑘𝜌𝐶
𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐

𝑧

√
𝑘𝜏

𝜌𝐶

2
                                                  (2.21)  

Where ierfc is called the integral complementary error characteristic and 𝜏 is the 

laser irradiation time. From Eq.2.21, it can be considered that, if the thickness of 
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the material (z) is bigger or equal to the thermal penetration depth and 

simultaneously the laser energy is high enough to melt the material, then the 

ascent in temperature is appropriate to √𝜏 . This is an executive parameter for a 

variety of various materials such as metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics for 

a laser pulse length less than or equal to 10 picoseconds [134].  

2.3.2 Laser-induced temperature change  

If the laser pulse duration is longer than the electron-phonon thermal relaxation 

time, it is assumed that the electrons and the lattice are at the same 

temperature since the absorbed laser energy transformed immediately into 

heat. The laser heating process can be explained using one-step heating 

process, neglecting to the convective and radiative losses and the microscopic 

photon-electron and electron-phonon interactions. The laser pulse length is in 

the order of nanoseconds to few tens of picosecond. It can be represented 

mathematically by using Eq.2.18, and the final term is given by Eq.2.22 below. 

 𝐶(𝑇).
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
=∇. (𝑘. ∇𝑇) + 𝑆(𝑧, 𝑡)                                                               (2.22) 

When the laser-pulse length is equal or less than the electron-phonon thermal 

relaxation time, the electron and phonon regulation processes are separated. 

The electrons and the lattice are not in thermal balance and ought to be divided 

into two different sub-systems. A two-step heating method developed by 

Anisimov et al [135] that used a model for heating mechanism and it can be 

categorized as,  

(i) Absorption of laser (photon) energy with the aid of electrons 

(ii) Heating of lattice via electron-phonon coupling  

Mathematically, this model is illustrated by Eq. 2.23 and Eq.2.24 respectively 

[137]. 

 𝐶𝑒(𝑇𝑒).
𝜕𝑇𝑒

𝜕𝑡
=∇. (𝑘. ∇𝑇𝑒) − 𝐺(𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑙) + 𝐴                                          (2.23) 

𝐶𝑒𝐶𝑙(𝑇𝑙).
𝜕𝑇1

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐺(𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑙)                                                                        (2.24) 

Where G is electron-phonon coupling factor, 𝑇𝑒 is electron temperature and 𝑇𝑙 is 
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lattice temperature. The above equation is a popular as parabolic two-

temperature model. 

In the case of metallic material, the heat flux is conveyed in general by the 

electrons; therefore it is reasonable to omit energy transport by phonons. If 

𝑇𝑒 < 𝑇𝐹(Fermi temperature, normally in the range of 104 K) where 𝑇𝐹 =
𝜀𝐹

𝑘𝐵
 , (𝜀𝐹 

is Fermi energy and 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant), thus the electronic heat 

capacity is proportional to electron temperature 

𝐶𝑒(𝑇𝑒) = 𝛾𝑇𝑒                                                                                               (2.25) 

𝛾[J/𝑚3𝐾2] is the electronic heat capacity. The value of G can be derived using 

free electron theory, and it is determined by Eq.2.26. 

𝐺 =
𝜋²𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑣²

6𝜏(𝑇𝑒)𝑇𝑒
                                                                                               (2.26) 

Where 𝜏 (𝑇𝑒 ) is electron mean free time between collisions at temperature 𝑇𝑒 

[K], 𝑚𝑒 [kg], electron mass, 𝑛𝑒 [𝑚−3] , number density, v [𝑚𝑠−1] , sound velocity. 

2.3.3 Heat diffusion equation in 3-dimensions 

(a): From Eq.2.16 and Eq.2.17 we comprehend  

𝑆(𝑧, 𝑡) + ∇. (𝑘. ∇𝑇) = 
𝑑𝐻𝑣

𝑑𝑡
                                                                        (2.27) 

Substituting Eq.2.14 in Eq.2.27, we can realize  

𝑆(𝑧, 𝑡) + ∇. (𝑘. ∇𝑇) = 𝜌𝐶𝑝
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
                                                                   (2.28) 

By reordering the terms, we perceive Eq.2.29 

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑘

𝜌𝐶𝑝
∇²𝑇 +

1

𝜌𝐶𝑝
(∇𝑘. ∇𝑇) +

𝑆(𝑧,𝑡)

𝜌𝐶𝑝
                                                      (2.29) 

(b): The incorporated integral error function will be given by, 

𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐(𝑧) = ∫ 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐(𝜉)𝑑𝜉
∞

𝑧
                                                                        (2.30) 

Where,  

𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐(𝑧) = 1 − erf(𝑧) = 1 −
2

𝜋
∫ 𝑒−𝑡²
𝑧

0
𝑑𝑡                                                (2.31) 

In case of lasers with nanosecond pulse durations, it is a proper approximation 

to use a one-step heating procedure. The electron-phonon thermal relaxation 
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time is so short in comparison with the laser pulse length and it obtains enough 

time to make local thermal balance with the lattice.  

It is assumed that the laser energy is converted into heat immediately. Eq.2.32 

can represent the heat transfer by using a nanosecond to lots of picosecond 

pulse lengths. 

𝜌𝐶
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
= ∇. (𝑘. ∇𝑇) + 𝑄(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)                                                                 (2.32) 

where Q(x,y,t) [W/m3] is the laser energy density exerted to the target material. 

It is a factor of laser intensity and Lambert-Beer law which proved by Eq.2.33 

below. 

𝑄(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑡) ∗ (1 − 𝑅) ∗ 𝛼 ∗ exp(−𝛼 ∗ 𝑦)                                   (2.33) 

Here I(x,t) [W/m2] is the laser intensity factor. A Gaussian laser pulse in a 

temporal and spatial area is utilized, and therefore it can be modeled in 

mathematical form as explained in [133] and represented by Eq.2.34 below. 

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑡) =  𝐼0 ∗ exp (−
𝑥2

𝑟2
) ∗ exp(−

3.5(𝑡−𝜏)²

𝜏²
)                                          (2.34) 

The incident laser intensity I0 [W/m2] can be declared by Eq.2.35. 

𝐼0 =
𝐸

𝜏∗𝐴
                                                                                                        (2.35)  

The optical properties of the materials (R and α) are a characteristic factor of 

wavelength and also temperature. Also the thermo-physical properties, for 

instance; thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and material density can react 

differently at high temperatures. 

2.3.4 Surface heating  

There is another method to formulate laser heating. In this procedure, the heat 

is made on the surface. The laser intensity is performed as the boundary 

situation in the irradiated target area and Eq.2.32 modified as Eq.2.36 below. 

𝜌𝐶
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
=∇. (𝑘. ∇𝑇)                                                                                     (2.36)  

And the boundary condition at the irradiated surface is expressed by 

 𝑛. (𝑘∇𝑇) = (1 − 𝑅) ∗ 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑡)                                                                   (2.37) 
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It is acknowledged that, the peak surface temperature associated with some 

parameters as laser fluence, donor thickness, and pulse width. It can be 

concluded that when a nanosecond laser pulse is utilized, the transferring 

process is a thermal procedure and the pulse energy converted into heat 

immediately. Raising the laser energy density causes linear amplification in the 

peak temperature of the material which shows in melting and boiling [139, 140]. 

Furthermore, a thicker donor layer (1-5 µm) requires more energy to melt 

compared to thin donor layer (100-500 nm). While using ultrashort laser pulses, 

it is pointed out that, physical processes such as photochemical action play an 

important role with the thermal proceeding. Thicker layer in donor permits more 

heat rising and the temperature across is comparable to a very thin layer. The 

application of theory is described in chapter 5. 

2.4. Description of deposition technique  

The source called ’’the target, donor, or ribbon’’ in the literature, is regarded as 

a laser-transparent substrate, coated with the copper and aluminum materials. 

Laser pulses are distributed through the transparent substrate and absorbed by 

the thin coated layer. The material is ablated from the donor and ejected toward 

the receiving substrate. The laser beam enables the transferring of the material 

from a source to the receiving substrate to establish a complex pattern in three 

dimensions. Neither particular vacuum nor clean room equipment is required for 

this process, and it can be performed under standard laboratory conditions, 

which is contrary to other film deposition and patterning techniques. Despite the 

different thin film production techniques, these approaches are based on the 

principle of preserving the transferred material properties rather than a chemical 

reaction or other material modification to make the deposition. 

The combination of a high power laser with direct write techniques can generate 

features without any physical contact between the desired material and the 

substrates. This will lead few methods to share the capabilities of laser direct 

write by modifying materials with many different length scales from micrometer 

to millimeter. The desired pattern of LDW can be built in both two and three 

dimensions on differently shaped surfaces. Laser direct writing can be regarded 
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as a rapid prototyping tool, and it could be applied immediately without building 

any masks. The main features of LDW systems include three subsystems: (1) 

laser source, (2) beam transmission system and (3) substrate/target mounting 

system. The laser source is the most critical part of any LDW process. Typical 

experiments and applications are implemented from ultrafast pulsed lasers to 

continuous wave (CW) systems using solid-state, gas, fiber, semiconductor, etc. 

It should be regarded to choose a suitable source, for the main interactions of 

lasers with the desired material. Knowledge of the laser pulse duration, 

wavelength, beam divergence, and other optical and temporal features is 

required to determine the energy absorption and the material reaction.  

Laser direct-write is regarded as a comprehensive term which includes laser-

based modification, subtraction and addition processes which can generate 

material patters directly on substrates without using lithography or masks. The 

effect of the laser interaction on the substrate, or any other surfaces, can lead to 

the modification of the material such as melting, sintering, and ablating material. 

The use of laser removal for micro-machining is related to subtractive LDW to 

generate the desired pattern by either moving substrate or the laser beam. The 

LDW technique, as a “functional materials printer,” plays an effective role 

regarding additive mode. Therefore, the processes of laser-forward transfer are 

implemented for metal deposition, oxides, polymers and composites under 

surrounding conditions into any surface. Finally, according to experimental 

requirements or industrial applications, the substrate is mounted and can be 

manipulated in many directions to accomplish the desired result. There is a vast 

range of LDW processes. In this regard, they are divided into three main 

categories such as laser direct write subtraction (LDWS) which removes by 

ablation; laser direct-write modification (LDWM) which modify the material to 

generate a proper effect; and laser direct-write addition (LDWA), which add the 

material from the laser [32-37]. 

2.5. Laser Direct-Write Subtraction (LDWS) 

LDWS is the most prevalent type of laser direct-write, and it involves the 

processes which would have some results, including photochemical, photo-
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thermal and photo-physical ablation on a target surface, and finally, it has 

directly led to the desired features. Common processes include laser scribing, 

cutting, drilling, or etching to generate structures or holes in materials under 

controlled atmospheres. This technique is used in different industrial 

applications such as high throughput fabrications, inkjet, and fuel injection 

fabrication and high-resolution manufacturing and the texturing of implantable 

biomaterials. Chemically assisted techniques such as laser drilling ceramics 

and Laser-Induced Backside Wet Etching (LIBWE) of glass are more recently 

developed in LDWS. In fact, laser cleaning can be regarded as a controlled 

LDWS process. The thermal interactions can lead to material removal, 

regarding primarily material features and the laser pulse duration. These actions 

directly influenced the quality of the features. For example, a heat affected zone 

(HAZ) aims to happen in the surrounded areas of removing materials. The 

formation of a HAZ, which is generated by thermal and multiphoton absorption 

process, can be reduced by ultrafast lasers and faster scribing speed [38, 39]. 

2.6. Laser Direct-Write Modification (LDWM)  

In LDWM, the incident laser energy is usually not appropriate for producing 

ablative effects; however, it is suitable for a permanent change in the material 

features. Typically, these processes, which provide a structural or chemical 

change in the material, depend on thermal modifications.  

The rewritable compact disc is a typical example of these processes which is a 

diode laser that generates a phase transition between crystalline and 

amorphous material in it [40]. In many LDWM applications, a specific optical 

response is required for the desired material beyond simple thermal effects. 

Optically induced defects or changes in mechanical properties can cause 

several non-ablative material modifications. Alternatively, many deficiencies in 

the photo-etch-able glass, ceramics or other optical materials through single 

and multiphoton mechanisms can be generated by LDW. These mechanisms 

can implement new applications in optical storage, photonic devices, and 

microfluidics [41-43]. 
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2.7. Laser Direct-Write Addition (LDWA) 

LDWA is probably the most recent technology of the laser direct-write 

techniques. In this method, many laser-induced processes are implemented to 

add the material to a substrate. Many techniques are extracted from the laser-

induced forward transfer (LIFT); a sacrificial substrate of solid metal is placed in 

the vicinity of the second substrate to obtain the removed material. The desired 

material absorbed the incident laser and caused local evaporation. This vapor 

moved toward the receiving substrate as an individual three-dimensional pixel 

or voxel of solid material. This general technique is more useful than other 

additive direct-write processes, because these laser approaches do not need to 

make connections between the depositing material and a nozzle, and can 

transfer many materials. Alternatively, LDW techniques can depend on the laser 

parameters to move particles or clusters into precise positions, or on chemical 

changes in liquids and gases to generate patterns.  

The laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) was first used to depose copper metal 

patterns inside a vacuum chamber. Laser pulses emphasized the back surface 

of a source substrate involving a thin copper film, generating a voxel of 

transferring material on the facing substrate. Based on the proposed model for 

LIFT, the laser pulse heats the film interface at the source substrate. The heat 

will be distributed through the film, in which the material is superheated at the 

interface beyond its boiling point and the pressure resulted from vapor-induced 

pressure ejects the material to the acceptor substrate. The LIFT technique is 

widespread, which is utilized in a variety of solid film materials, especially Cu, 

Ag, Al, W and Cr. Similarly, multilayered structures can also be deposited. 

Traditional LIFT is an appropriate process for transferring simple materials 

which are evaporated or melted. However, regarding complex materials, it is 

necessary to preserve the properties of the material which the modifications are 

required for the process.  

Fig.2.2 illustrates a schematic plan for the fundamental elements which are 

necessary for the laser forward-transfer mechanism. In all sections, the 

substrates are shown in yellow. 
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Fig.2.2 Schematic illustration of laser direct-write addition (LDWA); (a) Traditional LIFT 

(b), LIFT with dynamic release layer (DRL), (c) Matrix-assisted pulsed laser 

evaporation (MAPLE) and (d) LDW of rheological systems [15] 

Having a closer look at Fig.2.2, the first column (a) belongs to the traditional 

Laser-Induced forward transfer. The laser vaporizes the entire thin film in the 

region of laser focus. Traditional LIFT technology is adequate for transferring 

functional materials that can be evaporated or melted, however, for complex 

materials, the modification to the process should be considered. In Figures 

2.2(b)-2.2(d), all three of these modifications signify an essential difference from 

usual LIFT technology, as simple materials which are transferred without 

vaporization, as ought to affect on their physical, mechanical, or chemical 

properties after condensation on the receiving substrate. In the second column 

(b), the dynamic layer is vaporized and propels the film forward. During LDW+, 

the vapor layer generates sufficient force to shear a voxel of material from the 

second layer and towards the receiving substrate. The main superiority of this 
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method is that the deposited materials have not been evaporated or melted, 

and do not obtain considerable power from the laser or a significant rise in 

temperature during transfer. Another version concerning the LIFT method is to 

transfer different materials in powder shape mixed with an organic or polymer 

binder. These combos are utilized as a smooth coating on the donor substrate. 

During the MAPLE-DW (Matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation direct-write) in 

the third column, the binder absorbs the laser energy, and it is vaporized. This 

leaves the material unharmed utilizing the laser energy and permits for 

transferring to the acceptor substrate. In Fig.2.2d, the material is dissolved in a 

liquid to form the ink, which is propagated on the donor substrate. This related 

method is according to get rid of solid-phase binder materials toward multiphase 

and multicomponent liquid systems. The shape of the deposited particles can 

vary in the different methods [15]. 

During LDW, an interaction takes place between the laser pulse and the 

absorbing layer, called the dynamic release layer (DRL). It leads to the 

vaporization which takes place in LIFT similarly. Transferring different materials 

in powder form integrated with an organic or polymer binder is regarded as 

another modification of the LIFT process.  

It is evident that some laser parameters including fluence, pulse duration, pulse 

shape, and wavelength play an essential role in the LDW process. Also, some 

coated parameters such as the composition, thickness, viscosity, the content of 

solids, and the particle size of solids can remarkably influence in the ability to 

transfer a particular fluid, voxel or nano particles. Furthermore, some other 

parameters should be taken into consideration such as the distance between 

the donor and receiving substrates, the material of the substrate, the 

temperature of the substrate, and the chemistry of the surface and the 

morphology of the substrate. LDW is utilized for depositing materials for 

fabricating micro power sources and also to transfer complex materials 

including ultra-capacitors, batteries, and solar cells [44, 45]. 

According to the new presented techniques, direct deposition is possible for the 

materials such as metallic nano-inks from a donor substrate to the receiving 

substrate while keeping the size and form of the area similar as the laser 
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transfer pulse demonstrated it. The lines used in this technique have the same 

scale as lithographic techniques established them. The application of 

lithographic techniques which necessitates the vacuum deposition of a thin film 

and its subsequent etching to attain the desired pattern is not practical. Like a 

laser chemical vapor deposition (LCVD), some direct-write processes can 

generate such thin film patterns; however, they are limited by their rate of slow 

deposition, narrow selection of materials, and complexity such as the need for 

vacuum operation [46, 47]. The new technique of laser direct-write, entitled as 

"laser decal transfer" which is regarded as an appropriate technique for the 

production of the thin film by considering its additive capacity under atmospheric 

conditions. The placement of highly precise transfer, adaptability with different 

electronic materials and the resolutions of arranging in few micrometers are 

some of the advantages. The patterns of the thin film are laser cured in-situ 

after the laser is printed to obtain the favorable properties such as adhesion, 

chemical resistance, and electrical conductivity. 

2.8. Physical layer considerations  

The deposition of the laser energy into a solid is usually observed in the 

quantum-mechanical forms of particle transitions. After irradiation with short 

laser pulses, re-solidification of molten material has occurred in two stages of 

amorphization and re-crystallization [48]. The amount of energy left in the 

material (the temperature) and the next cooling velocity has caused the 

differences. The process relies on the number of pulses implemented to the 

same spot and the laser fluence. The ambient environment is the primary factor 

in the build process and forms the microstructures [49]. Different parts of 

amorphization and crystallization were distinguished by some early experiments 

on laser-induced modification of silicon surface. Fig.2.3 illustrates the ultra-fast 

laser pulses and their threshold fluence.  

The ablation threshold is determined by the thermal properties of the materials 

like; heat capacity, thermal conductivity, etc. Ablation will occur when the 

incident power density is high enough to set up a thermal gradient in the 

material that is sufficiently high to ensure minimal melting and complete 
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subsequent vaporization of the molten phase. Surface defects and 

contamination can drastically reduce the ablation threshold. 

 

Fig.2.3 Physical processes during the modification of silicon [50]  

Fig.2.4 summarizes the morphological features (bubbles, ripples, micro 

columns) after irradiation of the silicon surface with linear polarization of 

femtosecond laser pulses of typically 100 fs duration.  

 

Fig.2.4 Scheme of the different morphological phenomena [50] 

A specific method of these surface patterns production was provided by lasers 

because they are capable of modifying physical and chemical properties over 

multiple length scales.  
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Traditional lithographic patterning cannot efficiently perform fast and precise 

micro-sized grooves on non-planar surfaces. Recent developments in 

photolithography helped to accomplish grooves on many polymeric substrates 

to be applied in microelectronics processing [51]. While photolithography helps 

to study topology on a single size precisely, other techniques, such as lasers 

direct writing, can easily facilitate to implant surfaces and produce features on 

multiple scales [52]. LDW can prepare a fast and easy method to change metal 

surfaces and improve the growth and adhesion of cells [53, 54]. It paves the 

way for the direct writing of materials, including metallic nano-inks or material 

particles from a donor to a receiving substrate that the size and shape of the 

area are fixed, and it can create continuous and homogenous metallic lines. 

When the transferring process is done, the lines are thermally preserved by a 

CW laser which can be used for electrical conduction. This modern laser direct-

write technique is usually appropriate for the application of digital micro-

fabrication, which is implemented for developing, customizing, modifying and 

repairing microelectronic circuits. 

Laser chemical vapor deposition and laser direct-write are mentioned as some 

examples of direct-write techniques. Altogether, these non-lithographic methods 

can pave the way for depositing separate 3-dimensional pixels of any material 

in the pre-defined locations to establish a given pattern by extracting little waste 

materials. LIFT has some distinct advantages over its chemical counterpart 

LCVD (Laser Chemical Vapor Deposition). First, since no chemical reaction is 

involved, the purity of the microelectronic material is retained. Second, LIFT can 

be performed under ambient atmospheric conditions; no expensive vacuum 

deposition apparatus and complicated gas handling systems are required [61]. 

Third, LIFT is a much faster technique than LCVD [62]. Fourth, the LIFT 

technique is location sensitive. One of the main disadvantages of LIFT is that it 

can cause the transferred material to be the vaporized or melted. Due to phase 

transformations, oxidation, decomposition, the formation of undesired phases 

and poor uniformity play a negative role in depositing the quality through LIFT.  

Fig.2.5 shows four different stages in permeation process: adsorption, 

absorption, diffusion, and desorption. The particles are indicated in blue and the 
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solid membrane in orange. The studies about adhesion utilize different methods 

of thought. 

 

 

Fig.2.5 Illustration of the permeation process in laser direct writing of particles in the 

four different stages [124] 

 

This assortment of the methodology is accentuated toward the fact that 

numerous hypothetical models of adhesion have been proposed thoroughly. 

One of the most critical factors that impact the bonds will be the structure of the 

joint. All adhesive bonds include molecules in good contact and also physical 

adsorption which should be considered. A critical requirement for the successful 

utilization of adhesion technique is that the particular parts are suitability 

planned for bonding. Structure treatment will be the second factor that impacts 

the adherence.  It is essential to carry out specific pre-treatment to guarantee 

an excellent adhesion. The bonding of an adhesive to an object or a surface is 

the entirety of various mechanical, physical and chemical forces that impact 

each other. 

2.9. Evolution of the LIFT 

Traditional LIFT processes depend on melting, the laser pulse energy and the 

vaporization of the material being transferred. Different versions of the LIFT 

process were developed to decrease the additional heating of the tolerating 

material transfer [56]. The second variety of LIFT hinges more on the interaction 

between the laser pulse and fluids in the donor substrate, rather than relying on 

solids. The fluid might be a simple liquid or a more complex system in which the 
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solids are in a solvent, such as ink [57]. Regarding ink, the transferred material 

is moved by the propelled fluid which is achieved to the receiving substrate 

accordingly. The illustration of a new approach to LIFT, inks or pastes are 

regarded as the main feature of the laser transfer systems. This representation 

is done by reducing the coating layer in the donor substrate as the laser pulse 

demonstrates it. Regarding that, the different variety and the vast number of 

variables influencing the process of laser transfer, a simple plan explains the 

behavior of LIFT with fluids as shown in Fig.2.6. This straightforward jetting 

transfer represents what is observed in most conditions. 

 

Fig.2.6 Schematic representation of the LIFT steps [55] 

As it can be seen in Fig.2.6, the schematic diagram of the steps in LIFT about 

liquid films is illustrated. In section (i), the laser pulse is absorbed in the ribbon 

interface. In part (ii), the absorption of the laser pulse heats the solvent and 

forms a bubble. (iii) Shows a droplet or voxel of fluid is ejected away from the 

donor substrate towards the receiving substrate. In (iv), the removed material is 

collected on the receiving substrate. Spherical droplets are generated from the 
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donor substrate when the threshold for fluence transfer is attained. If there is an 

increase in fluence, the irregular droplets are established. It is worth noting that 

such features are impossible to achieve with inkjet, where the nozzle 

determines the voxel size, in which the deposition of the viscosity and chemical 

reactivity of the fluids can take place. In general, the dimensions of the jetted 

droplets are different by adapting the density or fluence of the laser pulse 

energy. When there is an optimum threshold level of the fluence transfer, well 

defined spherical droplets are established as they move away from the donor 

substrate.  

2.10. Industrial application of LIFT 

Practical application of laser-induced forward transfer is still in early stages; 

however vast technologies have been demonstrated for different utilization. A 

rapid method is required in writing to utilize LIFT processes in large-scale 

industrial uses like roll-to-roll (R2R) deposition. Further, an unchanging voxel 

size should take place during transfers with accurate placement into the 

receiving substrate. For this purpose, DI Projekt AG designed the Lasersonic 

technique to represent the record of high write speeds with LIFT, in Aurentum 

GMBH. The industrial-grade Lasersonic system implements a 300W CW fiber 

laser beam (λ: 1064 nm) which is regulated by an acoustic-optical modulator, 

and it is focused by using f-theta lens system at the surface and then at the 

absorption layer. The interaction among droplets should take place at this high 

speed of transferring and high resolution of the pixel. Hennig et al. emphasized 

different strategies used to alleviate these effects [58], and both groups who 

focused their attention on this work in Barcelona [59] and Princeton [60] studied 

the spatial and temporal dynamics of the interactions among bubbles 

established in a specific condition. 

2.11. The future of LIFT 

Using spatial light modulators, by commercial digital micro mirror devices 

(DMDs) can adjust the dynamic of the size and shape of the laser pulse, and as 
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a result, they can enable to print reconfigurable voxels. In fact, it can be noted 

that these voxels can be printed dynamically using spatial adjustment of the 

laser pulse in LDT, and a micro mirror-based spatial light modulator. It means 

that the size and the shape of voxels or particles can be different from the 

previous ones; therefore, a full design is generated by faster pattern production 

and overall optimization of the deposition sequence. In this regard, a disruptive 

technology combined LDT with DMDs in digital fabrication which is implemented 

to change a serial process into a parallel deposition technique. 

Certain kinds of patterns are produced by integrating LIFT processes with 

spatially modulated laser pulses, and these models can be produced in some 

other direct-write techniques. Grid printing in solar cell application is one of the 

examples. As it has been noticed in inkjet or traditional LIFT, the overlapping 

lines will be inflated and lose the resolution in a grid to print excessive material 

in the intersections. It is possible to write the whole grid pattern with LDT and a 

DMD shaped laser beam with one single laser pulse. 

 The laser pulse is arranged to create the grid by the DMD; while it ensures the 

shape and pattern of the laser pulse by LDT. From an applications viewpoint, 

these LDT examples are integrated with fast writing, which can be achieved by 

the Lasersonic process. This procedure represents the future applications for 

LIFT in printed electronics, device interconnects, circuit repairs, and when they 

are integrated with a lot of functional inks and pastes. Since the early studies 

conducted on laser interactions with materials, direct-write techniques have 

been essential and related techniques were used to modify, add, and subtract 

materials for a wide range of systems and applications including metal cutting 

and welding. Direct-write processing indicates on any procedures that can 

create a pattern on a surface in a consecutive or “spot-by-spot” way. At first, it 

may be considered that direct-write approaches are slower or less significant 

than these parallelized approaches. However, the direct-write approach helps 

material properties with high resolution to be controlled precisely, and it also 

helps impossible or impractical structures to match with traditional parallel 

techniques. 
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In a typical LIFT process, the size of the transfer spot is determined by the laser 

beam characteristics and the thickness of the donor film, with a Gaussian beam 

profile usually used. The spot size is proportional to the area of the incident 

beam above the transfer energy threshold [47]. We can achieve the minimum 

transfer spot size by reducing the donor film thickness and lowering the incident 

fluence to the transfer threshold.  

Regarding the types of micro fabrication techniques, there are two different 

approaches to fulfill the requirements. The first one is the so-called pattern-

transfer techniques [64]. In this set of procedures, the pattern is produced onto 

the substrate, and all its elements are transferred at the same time. The most 

representative technologies in pattern-transfer techniques are photolithography 

and micro contact printing. The mask or mold is previously produced from the 

designed pattern in these methods, and it is directly transferred from this 

element. This technique is suitable for large-scale applications because the 

parallel production of identical units is allowed here [65]. 

It should be noted that the creation of a mask is expensive and time-consuming, 

especially when a rapid transfer between design and production is needed, 

which usually happens in the first stages of the development of the product. 

Furthermore, pattern transfer techniques are complicated and restricted 

(generally to the utilization of rigid flat substrates). A different convenient 

approach entitled as direct-writing techniques (DW) is suitable for fast 

prototyping applications and the cases required for high versatility. They are 

naturally serial, that means the various divisions of the pattern are sequentially 

conveyed one after another. This technique provides higher flexibility than 

pattern-transfer techniques [68-72].  

After the publications of Bohandy et al., LIFT was accepted as a technique to 

deposit inorganic materials, especially metals, from solid donor films. LIFT was 

implemented to successfully transfer gold, aluminum, titanium, tungsten, nickel, 

and germanium. Lasers with different wavelengths, ranging from ultraviolet to 

infrared were used to conduct these processes. Fig.2.7 illustrates the principle 

of the LIFT process. Regarding the mechanisms of the LIFT process of solid 

donor films, it should be concerned that there are various possible scenarios 
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based on the incident laser fluence. As it has been explained before, Bohandy 

et al. (1986) proposed a mechanism followed by fluence which leads to melting 

and also vaporization of the interface material. When the material at the 

interface achieves the boiling temperature, a high-pressure vapor pocket is 

formed and then moves the molten material towards the receptor substrate. 

This explanation is supported by evidence of molten and re-solidified material 

on the deposited features, while this mechanism is responsible for feature 

deposition in most studies conducted on the LIFT of solids. The irradiated 

material can be vaporized entirely at high enough laser fluence. The molten 

material reaches its boiling temperature, and thus the material is vaporized. 

When there is a decrease in the size and an increase in performance of 

semiconductor devices, the capacity for connecting smaller pads with ultra-thin 

pitch (< 50 μm) and reducing the interconnect height ( < 60 μm) is necessary for 

many microelectronic, optoelectronic and bioelectronics instruments. 

 

Fig.2.7 Scheme of the principle of operation of the LIFT technique [56] 
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3. Adhesion mechanism in the LIFT process 

Adhesion has played a significant role in thin film technology which usually has 

1 µm and 50 nm thickness in some applications. Adherence is very influential in 

specifying the durability of thin film devices such as in microelectronic circuits. 

Some factors can play a significant role in the adhesion of thin films such as 

substrate cleaning, contamination removal, deposition and penetration rate, film 

thickness, types of substrate, purity of source material, substrate temperature, 

the pressure during deposition, etc.  

The word "adhesion" generally means sticking two materials together in such a 

way that the term "autohesion" or "homohesion" is applied if the materials are 

the same and they are regarded as "heterohesion" when dissimilar materials 

are used.  Adhesion is measured based on the maximum required force per unit 

area when the materials are separated. Alternatively, it is considered as the 

action of separating the two materials from each other. Adhesion forces 

formulate the performance of thin films as a result. The film structure is 

aggregated when the cohesion energy is more than the adhesion energy. In 

addition, the stability of thin films relies on their adhesion to the substrate as the 

ease of film removal which is determined through this process. Adhesion plays 

an important role in surface chemistry and physics on interatomic forces. 

Excellent adhesion of thin films is essential for the environmental protection 

such as the guarding of corrosion from substrates [77, 78]. 

3.1. Adhesion definition  

Adhesion means the way that two different materials tend to stick together, and 

the measurement of adherence is an indicative force which is necessary for 

separating them. There are two definitions of adhesion: 

Definition 1:  

If X is the adhesion of material A to material B, some characteristics should be 

involved:  

1) There is the same meaning of X for all practitioners who would attach A to B. 
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 2) X can be calculated by one or more specific methods. 

 3) Understanding X lets the practitioner anticipate the loading conditions. It 

paves the way for material A to delaminate from material B.  

Two different coatings can cause distinct material morphologies in several 

levels of stress. The layer having higher stress is more likely to delaminate than 

other kinds of coating.  

Definition 2:  

1) The adhesion of A to B is considered as a relative model which represents 

the tendency of A to stick or attach to B. This is originated from a measurement 

which is qualitative, semi-quantitative, or entirely quantitative.  

2) The exact meaning of the term relies on the measurement technique and the 

experimental contexts which raise the hierarchy of definitions. Therefore, it is 

possible to mention that A is considered as excellent adhesion to B concerning 

the observation that A was never isolated from B under various conditions of 

loading. 

 This definition is based on the systematic adhesion of one material to another. 

In other words, adhesion is obviously measured within the context of the 

specific measurement technique. The fundamental adhesion of each material is 

considered as an essential theoretical notion.  

Therefore, it is implied that the practical adhesion refers to some complicated 

functions of fundamental adhesion which is not essential to recognize under 

most conditions. Further, the results indicated that physicochemical tools could 

adjust the initial adhesion between two materials and it is considered as an 

instrument for adapting practical adhesion. The term "delamination" takes place 

when a coating is isolated from its substrate. Adhesion measurement methods 

are divided into destructive or nondestructive categories. A majority of the 

techniques belongs to the destructive category, by which a loading force is 

implemented to the coating and finally the damage has resulted. Nondestructive 

methods implement a pulse of energy to the coating/substrate system, which is 

trying to recognize the mechanisms which are operated only at the interface. 
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3.2. Adhesion Mechanisms and measurements 

Adhesion failure is regarded as the adherence that is observed in such coating 

failures which leaves the coating intact over the substrate. Controlling the 

impurity is very important as it can influence adherence to hardness, stress, and 

structure. 

 

Fig.3.1 Physical and chemical causes for the adhesion of coatings to the 

substrate source: BASF Hand Book on Basic of Coating Technology 2003  

Fig.3.1 shows physical and chemical features for the adhesion of coatings to 

the substrate. Regarding the most influential factors which are responsible for 

good or bad adhesion of films on a substrate, we can refer to the formation of 

chemical or physical bonds across the interface, physical adhesion and the 

contamination of the interface, the formation of new phases inside a broad 

interface and film stress. All these factors might be influenced by ion 

bombardment either by the activation of bonds and preferred sputtering of 

impurities or by mixing ion beam, which results in broadening interface and 

establishing phase. To improve the adhesion of metals on polymers, the 

activation of bond formation plays the most significant role [81-83].  
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There is a direct correlation between the increase in adhesion and the reduction 

in tensile stress. Regarding the multilayer structures, the permeation is 

explained as the penetration of the solid material by the selected permeants. 

 

Fig.3.2 Adhesion failure of a coating [80] 

In order to describe the permeation process, the general diffusion theory 

involving four different stages is used. The permeability coefficient can define 

the entire permeation process at steady state for similar materials as Pc. Pc is 

specified as the product of the diffusion coefficient (Dc) and the solubility 

coefficient (Sc). The material‐specific coefficient D is used to quantify the 

diffusion process, and S represents the absorption process. 

Pc= Dc × Sc                                 (3.1)  

The inorganic layers (Silicon Nitride in the tests) with extra high density are 

combined to establish a robust composite barrier to decrease the permeability 

of the thin films during the LIFT process. 

3.3. Methods of adhesion measurements  

Before focusing on the different adhesion techniques, two critical issues should 

be taken into consideration: 

 a) The practical adhesion cannot be regarded as a direct measurement of the 

fundamental adherence. 

 b) The quantity of experimental adhesion which is calculated by different 

methods should not be compared directly.  
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In order to measure the adhesion of thin films, different methods can be 

implemented such as, qualitative and quantitative, destructive and non-

destructive, mechanical and non-mechanical, wholly and partly developed 

procedure. Two different routines and applicable methods for the 

measurements will be explained in the LIFT process as; the Scotch tape test 

and the Peeling test. In addition, Shear test is the 3rd adhesion test which is 

going to be explained in 3.8, in order to check the quality and the solderability of 

the deposited particles after Laser direct writing process.  

3.4. Scotch tape test – Advantages and disadvantages  

The scotch tape test is considered as a somewhat classical technique used to 

evaluate adhesion. A pressure sensitive tape is first compressed into the film 

and then it is rapidly eradicated. Therefore, three possibilities are used as 

follows: (a) the film is completely removed from the substrate (b) film is not 

removed, and (c) the film is partially removed. It is almost impossible to 

determine the area involved in any situation in the tape test. The results are 

mentioned as any performing energy in each target area. Thus, the results 

obtained from tape test cannot be directly compared to the results made by 

implementing other techniques, providing adhesion rates based on the force in 

the area. 

If the film is completely eradicated from the substrate to do the measurements, 

it will be demonstrated as poor adhesion for those interfaces. There are some 

characteristics for any comprehensive adhesion test. For example, the test 

should be quantitative, reproducible, not too time-consuming, easily flexible, 

simple for performing relative adhesion measurement of thin films, non-

destructive, independent of the film thickness, no depending on the operator’s 

experience, implemented to all integration of film materials and substrates, valid 

over a wide range of sample sizes, appropriate for products and processes, and 

finally independent of the case for performing the test. The adhesion between 

the adhesive and the film should be higher than that of the film and the 

substrate. Also, the adhesive should not change the properties of the film-

substrate interface. 
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The scotch tape test is too qualitative. The small differences in adhesion are not 

observable, and the result interpretation is entirely subjective. This test is easy 

to perform and requires inexpensive equipment. The force analysis of this test is 

somewhat complicated. Furthermore, some factors such as; the peel angle, test 

strip width, peeling rate, the viscoelasticity of film features are regarded to be 

considered.  

In addition, peel values described in force/length cannot be directly compared to 

the shear values, recorded regarding force/area. Regarding the scratch test, 

some advantages such as swiftness, reproducibility, and applicability can be 

mentioned. Further, this test is used quite profitably to study the impact of 

deposition variables. The scratch test is regarded as a very appropriate 

technique, although further research is necessary to fully comprehend the 

specific mechanics of scratch formation and the variables involved in the final 

results. 

3.5. Peel test - Advantages and disadvantages 

The peel test is regarded as a method related to unchangeable coatings on rigid 

substrates as it can satisfy many of the criteria for the ideal adhesion. Two 

major classes are available for regarding destructive adhesion tests: those 

related to rather soft-flexible coatings and those associated with the hard-fragile 

ones. The peeling test is considered as the most well-known test for flexible 

surfaces. The coating delaminates if the adhesion level is not satisfactory 

between the layer and substrate.  

Figure 3.3(a) represents the common peeling test of 90º, which is regarded as 

flexible coatings on rigid substrates. In other words, it is recognized as the most 

common of all the peeling tests. The 180º version of Figure 3.3(a) is shown in 

(b) section. Further, it is evident that the peel test is utilized at any angle 

between 0 and 180º. Angles except 90 or 180º is not usually considered due to 

some practical purposes unless there are geometric limitations imposed by the 

sample or test apparatus. Nevertheless, different variety of peeling angles can 

set the grounds for the effect of mode integration on peel strength. The climbing 

drum test is illustrated in Figure 3.3(c). Regarding the merit of this version, 
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compared to others, the curvature radius of the peeling film could be mentioned, 

which is adjusted by the drum radius and makes the numerical analysis easily. 

Finally, the T-peel test in Figure 3.3(d) is implemented to examine the adhesion 

level between two flexible films. There are four types of configurations for 

standard peeling test: (a) 90º peel test, as the most well-known configuration, 

(b) 180º test which is favored when available space hinders the 90º test, (c) 

climbing drum or peel roller test, which is preferred for handling the radius of 

curvature of the peel strip, and (d) T-peel test, used during the adhesion testing 

of two flexible strips.  

The peel test satisfies some of the criteria for the ideal adhesion test in many 

configurations. The peel force is used to measure the coating adhesion to the 

substrate semi-quantitatively, which can be implemented for ranking or 

controlling the adhesion quality. Another advantage of this type of testing refers 

to the determination of the delamination rate and controlling the locus of failure 

accurately. Regarding the reason, it is emphasized that a very high 

concentration of stress is available where the coating just lifts off the substrate. 

In this regard, the failure region is carefully emphasized for the geometric 

interface between the coating and substrate, which is considered as the area of 

interest in any adhesion test. 

 

Fig.3.3 Four standard peel test configuration [86] 
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Some factors can play a significant role in the measured peel test such as 

adhesive molecular weight, adhesive thickness layer, peel rate and the peel 

angle of the film. Specifically, the peel force relies on the peel rate with three 

fundamentally different modes of peeling. At low speed, a flow of the tape 

adhesive is responsible for handling the peel force, which strongly depends on 

the rate. Little thick deformation takes place at high speeds, and the peel force 

is not substantially related to the rate. At intermediate peel rates, the peel force 

demonstrates cyclic inconsistency driven by alternate strength and distribution 

of elastic energy. Therefore, a considerable degree of complexity was 

introduced just by individual properties of the tape irrespective of the coating 

and substrate features. One of the disadvantages related to peel test is that it 

causes the coating to rather high strain levels near the peeling bend, which are 

never observed under common end-use conditions in most coatings. The 

coating strain can quickly reach 25% or higher at the peel bend, while real 

layers delaminate under about strain-free circumstances [107]. The peel test is 

only implemented for robust, flexible coatings, which is another shortcoming of 

the peel test. Furthermore, another limitation of using a peel test is related to 

the fact that the position of failure on the peel front can become unsettled. 

3.6. Adsorption and Electrostatic theory 

This theory primarily considers adhesion as an exclusive property of a phase 

interface, where polar molecules are oriented. The adsorption model explains 

the phenomenon of adhesion without penetration by the adhesive to the 

substrate. The bond is made by the contact between the adhesive and the 

substrate. The adsorption hypotheses clarify the adhesion theory of concepts, 

for example, contact edge, wettability and surface tensions. According to the 

electrostatic method, an adhesive attraction force is explained concerning 

electrostatic effects at an interface. The theory has been originated from an 

electrical double layer phenomenon established at the cross-section of the two 

materials. An electrical double layer is generated at each boundary, and 

accordingly, the coulombic efficiency might explain the adhesion and separation 

resistance. The main important issue is that adherence results from the inter 
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diffusion of the adherent and the adhesive. Adhesion, on the other hand, is a 

unique interfacial phenomenon, which is relevant to the surface tension of two 

different materials take place in that area. In particular, it should be 

differentiated between the adhesion forces and adhesive joint strength [79]. The 

adhesive joint strength is relevant to the areas covered in engineering 

mechanics, which is essential for design purposes. Therefore it is regarded as 

the most important engineering features of an adhesive material. 

The nucleation model relies more on observing the kinetics of formation of thin 

films, which are labeled as non-destructive methods. Indeed, adhesion is 

regarded as a mechanical characteristic of the film. However, based on atomic 

approach, the removal of the film includes breaking the links among the 

detached atoms of the film and the substrate. There is a relation between the 

adsorption energy of a single atom from the substrate and the total film 

adhesion. Based on the above justification, the adherence which is 

characterized by nucleation methods is related to the fundamental definition of 

adhesion when only the adsorption forces take into consideration. Therefore, 

the addition of specific adsorption energy of adatoms should be separated from 

other processes which include the mechanical methods. It is worth mentioning 

that the nucleation methods rely on measuring nucleation rate, island density, 

critical condensation and finally the residence time of the depositing atoms 

involved in the film. 

3.7. Surface Preparation 

The adhesive should carefully saturate the surface of each substrate for 

adequate bonding. Further, a chemical bond should be established between the 

surface of the adhesive and the substrate. In order to meet these conditions, the 

surface of the substrate should be clean, adequately smooth, and chemically 

sensitive to the selected adhesive. The quality of a coating directly depends on 

the nature of the adhesion. In other words, adhesion is defined as the energy 

needed to set aside the interface between the two materials.  

Some theories are available concerning the adhesion mechanism, including 

adsorption such as Van-der-Waals forces, electrostatics, diffusion, chemical 
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bonding, mechanical interlocking, etc. In order to create an optimum adhesion, 

it is fundamentally necessary to guarantee proper wetting by utilizing the 

coating material, which can create ideal conditions to force the film molecules to 

approach the substrate. In general, the surface tension of the coating material 

(p) should be lower than or at least equal to the surface tension of the 

substrate if good substrate wetting is regarded as the primary purpose.  

 

Fig.3.4 Surface effects determining the measurement of adhesion      

Source: BASF Hand Book on Basic of Coating Technology 2003  

Based on the optimum bonding, the adhesion of a layer is not exclusively 

characterized by the coating. In order to create an excellent adhesion, cleaning 

processes or pre-treatments should be done before the coating process. 

Therefore, appropriate levels of adhesion do not only rely on the coating, but an 

adaptation of coating materials and the substrate can also play a pivotal role. 

Concerning the adhesion of coatings, some terms such as adhesive strength, 

adhesive ability, and bond strength are also so important. 

3.8. Shearing test 

The purpose of this test is to define the procedure for measuring the shear 

strength of the interface between the printed lines by LIFT method and solder 

balls. In the other word, the adhesion test is the minimum shear strength 

requirements for this interface. This test method applies to all solder balls with 
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the same soldering parameters. The reliability of solder joints and the minimum 

force under mechanical shock is a significant concern.  

As it can be seen in Fig.3.5, a schematic illustration of a standard shear test is 

shown. An appropriate shear tool will be located behind the solder ball, and the 

required force will be measured by pushing the solder ball till it would be 

removed from the pad. The chisel size must be bigger than the solder diameter 

of the solder balls which have been used for bumping. (100 µm chisel is used 

for 80 µm solder balls in the tests). 

 

Fig.3.5 Schematic illustration of shear test [112]  

The outcomes obtained from these studies ought to be exceptionally useful for 

the electronics fabrication industry to denote their testing information and 

determine the acknowledgment criteria for the items with solder ball 

connections. The ram height and shear speed can play a substantial role in the 

shear strength of solder balls [113]. 

The dependability of solder balls under mechanical shock is a noteworthy 

concern. Brittle breaks on the interfaces between solder joint and substrate 

bond pads are considered as a rejected mode. It is great to know that Bump 

Shear Test (BST) requires high power dissemination. Moreover, the shear 

instrument forces a rotational moment corresponding to push force and shear 

height, which like this brings notable results in a lifting power at the main edge 

of the UBM/bump framework.  
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Figure 3.6 demonstrates the distinctive stages of the shear test. Mode1 

illustrates the solder ball break above the surface of the solder mask within the 

bulk solder material. In mode2, partial solder is sheared (75%), and the rest will 

be retained on the surface. Mode1 and mode2 are two accepted shear tests. If 

the sheared solder partial is less than 75%, then the test is rejected (mode3). In 

Mode4, Solder ball lifts from the pad. Solder/intermetallic do not entirely cover 

the substrate, and the top surface of the pad plating is uncovered. The next 

mode is the fifth one. Solder pad lifts with solder ball; lifted pad may include 

ruptured base material. Mode 6 shows the cratered solder. The break is at the 

solder/intermetallic interface or intermetallic/base metal interface. 

 

Fig.3.6 Shear mode standard for acceptance and rejection- Jedec Standard 
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The first shearing pad should be located on the upper left of the chip and the 

average shear pressure for SAC305 alloy must exceed 40 Mpa. The following 

equation will calculate the required force: 

𝐹 =
𝑃𝑎𝑑𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(µ𝑚2)∗40𝑀𝑃𝑎

10000
                                                                                 (3.2) 

For having a rectangular pad area as 110µm width and 100µm length, the 

minimum required force is approximately 44 cN (40 Mpa). The interfacial 

fracture may extend across the entire pad or be the dominant failure mode in 

the tool contact region. If multiple rejection modes will be seen within a single 

solder joint, then the predominant failure mode at the tool contact ought to be 

recorded as the failure mode for the test. 
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4.  Experimental Setup for LDW and E-less plating 

In this chapter, the experimental setup for Laser Direct Writing process will be 

explained. The chapter is divided into two sections. The specification of the 

laser with all its different elements is going to be described. Furthermore, the 

sample preparation procedure before deposition in presented. The second 

section is focused on the Lab-setup for zincating and activation of aluminum 

and copper for Electroless nickel plating which will be described. 

4.1. Experimental setup for Laser Direct Writing Process  

In the present study, two different Infrared and frequency doubled (515 nm 

wavelength) Nd:YAG ps lasers were implemented for transferring the aluminum 

and copper particles with pulse energies of a few hundred μJ at Kilohertz 

repetition rates. When the ps-laser pulse is appropriately focused on the donor 

side of the glass, it will ablate the material layer of 10-100 nm in a non-thermal 

process. The remaining material will not be heated; it will not develop micro 

crack, burr or recast. The Lumera laser which has been used for this 

dissertation is a 2 W picosecond laser generating ten ps pulses at 1064 nm with 

different pulse rates as high as 500 kHz and pulse energies of more than 30 μJ 

at repetition rates ≤ 10 kHz.  

In addition a diode-pumped passively mode-locked Nd: Vanadate laser was 

used for generating high average power picosecond pulses. The laser has eight 

ps pulse width, and the average power is about 3 W. In order to get higher 

energies, the chosen pulses are enhanced in a transient amplifier. This amplifier 

utilizes a similar gain material as an oscillator, a neodymium-doped Vanadate, 

which is notable for a high increase in cross-section prompting a high 

amplification. The amplification factor can surpass 500, contingent upon the 

repetition frequency of the pulse sequence. The energy of a ps pulse is 

increased from the 60 nJ (~ 3W, 50 MHz) to the most extreme of more than 30 

μJ for under 10 kHz. The average output powers are measured based on 

different repetition rates, and they are summarized in table 4.1. The maximum 
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output power achieved in 1000 kHz as approximately 12W. The output power 

has a good stability in room atmosphere at any repetition rates.  

Table.4.1 Average output power vs repetition rates 

 

Rep.Rate ( kHz) 

Power (W) 

Powermeter 

Power (W) 

Photodiode Output 

1 0,36 0,37 

2 0,64 0,65 

10 2,56 2,70 

20 4,46 4,82 

25 5,16 5,57 

50 6,99 7,34 

80 8,03 8,30 

100 8,52 8,72 

160 9,46 9,57 

200 9,87 9,97 

250 10,2 10,3 

320 10,6 10,7 

400 11,0 11,0 

500 11,3 11,3 

640 11,6 11,6 

800 11,9 12,0 

1000 11,9 11,9 

  

The optional second harmonic generation (frequency doubling) occurs in 

nonlinear optical crystals. Frequency doubling is a method for producing a new 

laser beam with a half wavelength out of a principal beam. The output laser 

beam is blocked by using a shutter, which can be operated by the laser control 

software. For safety reasons, there is a Hall - sensor inside the laser head that 

gives feedback when the shutter is in the "shut" position; the correct position of 

the shutter is demonstrated. When there is no power to the shutter, the output 

beam is blocked. The Lumera laser system consists of a laser head and a 

control unit, which contains a power supply and a closed loop water chiller. The 

pulses are picked up by an electro-optic modulator (EOM), which is driven by 

digital delay generators.  

Fig.4.1 shows the experimental setup for a Lumera Nd:YAG laser with eight 

picosecond pulse duration. F-theta lens with 163 mm focal length is used for the 

process. There is a suction hole in the adjustable table to fix the sample during 
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the process without any movements. The table is programmed to have a small 

motion in the Z direction to have a focused beam on the sample.  

 

Fig.4.1 Experimental Setup (PS laser)  

Fig.4.2 illustrates the beam quality factor diagram which has been made by 

CCD camera at 100 kHz (The most used repetition rate in the measurements). 

The laser has M2 of 1.26 and 1.23 in X and Y axis respectively at the mentioned 

repetition rate. The divergence angles for X and Y were 2.1 and 2.15 mrad.  

 

Fig.4.2 Beam quality factor measurements-CCD camera 
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A glass with a 1-inch diameter (25 mm) and 1 millimeter thick has been used as 

a donor for the experiments. The copper and aluminum are evaporated in a 

vacuum chamber and make the coating layer with 500 nm thickness on the 

glass surface. These donors are made in the Coatings Laboratory of Optics and 

Atomic Physics Institute at the Technical University of Berlin. Fig.4.3 shows the 

copper coated layer on the glass with 0.49 µm thickness. 
 

        

Fig.4.3 Measurement of copper coated thickness on the donor glass 

The focus diameter corresponds to the lateral resolution. Tighter focusing is 

possible with shorter wavelengths, which can be generated by frequency 

conversion of the Infra-red laser to the green one. The beam diameter of the IR 

laser is measured as 60µm and 30µm for the laser with 515 nm wavelength.  

Laser energy has shown little effect on the particle size. To have a large 

material removal rate while preserving the applicable features of the ultra-short 

pulse laser, low pulse energy in combination with a high repetition rate should 

be applied.  

For ultra-short pulse lasers, the effect of heat propagation is minimal. This heat 

distribution implies that the energy is deposited over a length comparable to the 

optical penetration depth, 1/α, which is the order of 10 nm for many metals.  

Nano particles can be fabricated safety and cost effective by immersing the 

target material in a liquid and then removing material from the surface by 

 3D Measurement
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irradiating with a laser beam. Pulsed laser ablation enables the preparation of 

pure nano particles without unwanted chemical residues which are currently a 

common problem for a chemical combination of nano particles. In order to 

check the mechanical reliability of interconnects, the entire samples were 

immersed in a glass chamber of isopropyl alcohol (IPA) where is placed in an 

ultrasonic cleaning tank.  

A feature of significance in all usages for electroless nickel is the potency to 

procreate deposits with a high level of thickness consistency. This process is 

plated on aluminum and copper particles which are transferred by LIFT method 

for increasing the thickness of the film (2-3 µm) on the silicon wafer substrate. 

After nickel plating, electroless gold is plated on the nickel (500 nm gold 

thickness) for soldering the UBM and making the shear test to check how well 

the solder balls adhered on the pads. 

4.2. Activating setup for Electroless nickel plating  

The chemical processing is categorized into four primary stages, including Al 

cleaner for Al and Cu cleaning process for copper; Zincate pre-treatment (for Al) 

and copper activation (for Cu); electroless nickel deposition and optionally 

immersion gold bath.  

Aluminum reacts immediately with oxygen and builds a thin oxide layer due to 

its high reactivity. The aluminum cleaning is applied to remove this oxide layer 

and provide the surface for the following processing step (zincating). The 

cleaner reacts with an oxide layer to prepare an Al surface with an appropriate 

roughness to give a suitable place for Zn deposition. Alkaline (PH >9) or acid 

(PH <4) solutions can dissolve Al oxide. Al is etched by the consequent reaction 

in an alkaline medium which is implemented in the process. 

The cleaning solution should homogeneously remove Al without producing pits. 

It is necessary to have a successful cleaning for a dense and homogeneous Zn 

deposition and resulting bump adhesion. After cleaning, a rinsing step is 

needed. The rinsing ends the cleansing reaction, and no critical amount of 

cleaner gets into the solution after the process.  
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The content of the next bath is zincate ions (Zn (OH) 4²- ) in an alkaline solution. 

After cleaning and rinsing, Al is passivated again by a thin oxide layer. During 

zincating, this oxide has to be removed, and a Zn layer will protect the exposed 

Al against further oxidation.  

The Zn layer has to be thin, and delicate grained to produce the best adhesion 

results. The EN reaction can take place only on catalytic surfaces as well. When 

the zincated Al surface is immersed in the EN bath, a thin Ni layer is plated by 

an exchange reaction. In order to avoid Ni oxidation and keep solderability of 

the bumps for the further shear test, a thin Au layer is applied on the Ni bumps. 

The deposition reaction ceases when the Ni is completely covered.  

The following procedures are utilized in experimental operations to render 

copper and copper alloys catalytic. 

1. Contacting the parts with active metals in the Electroless nickel tank. 

2. Treating the surface with an active reducer, including Dimethylamino Borane. 

3. Catalyzing the surface by means of immersion in dilute palladium chloride 

solutions.  

The important achievement for copper relies upon the activation system. 

Copper alloys won’t catalytically initiate plating inside the nickel-phosphorus 

systems without an additional activation process after ordinary preparation. The 

nickel particles will be plated on the copper lines and make a coalescence, and 

soft layer with approximately 2-3 µm height. By increasing the time in the nickel 

bath higher plated thickness could be achieved (from 1-5 µm). 

Fig.4.4 shows the aluminum zincating and nickel deposition process. The bath 

temperature of aluminum cleaning and also nickel plating is written in the 

picture. The time for each step is optimized. The double zincate treatment, 

which repeats the conversion treatment twice, demonstrated a remarkable 

increase in adhesive strength. The main application of EN in this study is 

electroless nickel immersion gold (ENIG) for surface finishing, which was 

implemented by the production of UBM for soldering the pad and doing the 

shear test afterward. It is particularly important for PCB's solderability and 

corrosion resistance to have the thickness and phosphorous content of the 

electroless nickel alloy [94, 95]. Regarding the real application of the electroless 
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film as an anticorrosion layer, the substrate pre-treatment, and the actual plating 

attests a proper adhesion and constancy of the coating. [96-98]. 

 

Fig.4.4 Electroless nickel plating process for Aluminum particles 

Fig.4.5 shows the Silicon wafer substrate (in black) with Silicon Nitride 

passivation. The copper or aluminum particles are transferred by Laser direct 

writing method. The nickel is plated on the printed particles, and finally, 500nm 

gold is deposited by Electroless plating on the nickel layer.  

 

 

Fig 4.5 Silicon wafer with thin film of Al (or Cu), Nickel and gold deposition 
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This strength was only a little enhanced after the 1st zincate treatment, 

however, after the 2nd zincate treatment; the adhesive strength was mainly 

increased. The nickel particles are plated on the aluminum seeds and make a 

smooth nickel layer of 2 µm. 

Electroless nickel plating (EN) is known as autocatalytic or chemical nickel 

deposition process which has been used in many microelectronic manufacturing 

industries such as interconnections, micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) 

and PCBs [87-90]. 

EN is a procedure for placing a nickel compound from aqueous solutions onto a 

substrate with no utilization of electric current. In the reaction phase, the 

deposited nickel is provided by some nickel salt. The aqueous solution 

dissolved the salt and produced ionic nickel. Electrons reduce the nickel ions 

which are not provided by an external current source; however, they are 

produced by the reduction of the factor which is dissolved into the solution [91-

93]. This process has two significant advantages; its hardness is very high, and 

the thickness distribution is entirely constant. An increase in the thickening of 

particles takes place in the activity of the nickel bath by making a deposition 

with bigger clusters and rising the bath temperature. 
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5. Measurements and adhesion results 

Some different methods have been implemented for micro fabrication 

techniques in thin film production and thickening the pads for various 

applications in microelectronic devices [99-101]. The deposition of micro/nano 

metal particles by laser direct write method from one side coated glass is 

regarded in the present study. This technique is substantially different from 

other techniques such as photolithography and micro contact printing, which are 

utilized as one of the most important technologies for large-scale manufacturing 

[102-105]. In this chapter, laser direct writing techniques were used as they are 

more appropriate for prototyping as well as fast fabrication of small features. 

5.1. Deposition Test Explanation 

As it has been explained in chapter 2, laser direct writing of aluminum and 

copper particles are done in different test conditions.  An Infrared and frequency 

doubled Nd:YAG laser was used along with eight picosecond pulse duration, 

beam propagation factor (M²) 1.15 and two mrad divergence.  

Fig.5.1 is illustrative of laser pulse energy and average output power in different 

repetition rates for the ps Lumera laser which has been used for the tests and 

measurements. 

 

Fig.5.1 Rep.rate versus Average power and Pulse energy- Lumera ps laser 
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By having a closer look at the diagram, it can be perceived that by increasing 

the repetition rates, the laser pulse energy decreases drastically. This 

phenomenon has an essential role to have a smooth deposited layer of particles 

which has been explained in the following tests. The maximum average output 

power is approximately 12W, and the highest laser pulse energy is roughly 280 

µJ. Based on the detailed explained introduction of the LIFT process in chapter 

2, two different lines of aluminum and copper particles are deposited on the 

silicon wafer substrate. As it can be seen in Fig.5.2, these two sample lines are 

going to be used for different test conditions and adhesion measurements. 

Copper and aluminum were transferred, and they are perfectly deposited to the 

substrate with 8W average power of nanosecond laser which can be used in the 

application of electrical wire interconnections such as Molded Interconnect 

Device (MID) in the automotive industry and wire bonding application. 

 

Fig.5.2 Laser deposition of Cu and Al on Si-wafer (Nd:YAG ns laser)  

The additional high-density organic layer is used to control the process in 

adsorption and absorption in deposition level to decrease the exchange of 

particles in the substrate and preventing the diffusion and desorption stages in 

thin film production. For this purpose, the silicon wafer is passivated by silicon 

nitride passivation (Si3N4) to involve a composite barrier laminate [6]. The 

Silicon wafer substrate and the aluminum deposited particles are shown in 

Figure 5.3. The three right pictures represent the LIFT process after nickel 
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plating. As it can be seen, different repetition rates (100 kHz, 10 kHz, and 1 

kHz) are done for transferring on the substrate with picosecond laser. Lower 

repetition rates have higher pulse energy, and it causes rough film structure of 

the Silicon wafer substrate. A change in the magnification of the objective lens 

and the size of laser spot can flexibly control the line width of the micro patterns. 

The height of printed particles depends on the reflection and absorption rate of 

copper and aluminum in different wavelengths. The nickel plating procedure is 

optimized to have 2-3µm for both copper and aluminum in further tests. 

 

Fig.5.3 Aluminum deposition on Si-Wafer Surface (8 ps Laser) 

Fig.5.4 shows a sample of electroless nickel plating on aluminum deposited 

particles during the LIFT process by ps laser. The EDX analysis illustrates the 

nickel elements which means that nickel is completely covered the aluminum 

seeds. Nd:YAG Picosecond laser with an average output power of 7.3W has 

used for this test. Pulse energy is measured as 0.07mJ, the intensity of 19 

KWcm⁻² and laser Fluence of 0.19 J cm⁻². The repetition rate was 100 kHz by 

considering 80% pulse overlapping. The best result with less heat affected zone 

has been achieved by a 300µm distance between the substrate and the donor 

glass. The gap is increased till 1mm, and the particles have been transferred 

and can be seen on the silicon wafer, but apparently, it is not as much as less 

distance. Fig.5.4 shows the nickel plating on the Al deposited particles. 
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Fig.5.4 Electroless nickel deposition – (a) SEM Electron microscopy of 

Nickel plated in 45° (b) EDX analysis raising up to 18ev 

Fig.5.5 shows the different height between Si-wafer with Si3N4 passivation and 

donor with aluminum coated glass from 0 (the glass is attached to the receiving 

substrate) to 400 µm. This gap optimization test is also done for the copper 

coated glass, and roughly the same results occurred. For all the further tests the 

gap is fixed with 300 µm spacing. The Average power is approximately 8W. 

 

Fig.5.5 Different gap (ε) between Al donor film and Si-wafer substrate 
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5.2. Adhesion tape test on deposited particles 

The tape peel test is a ready variant of the standard peel test. As it has been 

entirely explained in chapter 3, this test is a pressure sensitive test to determine 

the quality of the materials that used in conjunction with printed boards. 

The tape test provides a precise and quick evaluation of adhesion at the level of 

95% confidence, giving users enough certainty to assess the acceptability of the 

results, although the tape test is qualitative which can provide just a yes-no 

decision. The adhesion level is divided into six levels, ranked from 0B (more 

than 65% removal area) to 5B (0% of removal area). The results indicated that 

in distinct pulses for each position in both samples, better adhesion was 

obtained from silicon wafer substrate without Silicon Nitride passivation. In other 

words, much more aluminum was transferred to the passivation side of the Si-

wafer than the Si-wafer without passivation by consideration of the existing 

differences in the reflectivity of the two sides of the Si-wafer. Further, an 

increase in the repetition rate led to a decrease in the pulse energy, and the 

smoother surface was also obtained on the substrate. 

 The tape peel test is considered as a useful and practical method of 

measurement in some particular applications in spite of the difficulties raised in 

achieving quantitative results. Further, the test is fast and can be implemented 

at press side. As it was already mentioned, the tape peel test can evaluate a 

coating adhesion semi-quantitatively. In order to guarantee a reasonable level 

of replication, calibration methods and reference samples are required. The 

precision criteria should be used for distinguishing the acceptability of results at 

the 95% confidence level. Repeatability is explained when the obtained results 

by the operator should not differ by more than 1 rating unit for two 

measurements based on the table in Fig.5.6. As it has been illustrated in the 

figure, six different classifications are defined and categorized for the 

investigation.  

5B- The edges of the cuts are completely smooth; none of the squares of the 

lattice are detached.  

4B- Small flakes of the coating are separated at intersections; less than 5 % of 

the area is affected.  
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3B- Small flakes of the surface are detached along edges and at intersections 

of cuts. The area affected is 5 to 15 % of the lattice.  

2B- The coating has flaked along the sides and on parts of the squares. The 

area affected is 15 to 35 % of the layer.  

1B- The coating has flaked along the edges of cuts in large ribbons, and whole 

squares have detached. The area affected is 35 to 65 % of the film.  

0B- Flaking and detachment is more than 65%. 

 

Fig.5.6 Classification chart of tape test and adhesion results [85]  

The tape peel test especially appropriates in some situations in which a 

straightforward, quick test is necessary such as go/no-go evaluation. In some 

circumstances, this test is recognized to be the most available appropriate test. 
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No simple theory has been reported for adhesion. Therefore, some variables 

such as adsorption, electrostatic absorption and diffusion should be integrated 

into any comprehensive system.  

Lumera infrared laser with eight ps pulse duration was used for laser direct 

writing on a Si-wafer substrate with and without silicon nitride passivation. 

Aluminum micro/nano particles were forward transferred to the substrate by the 

implementation of the laser included an 80% shot overlapping and 1-14 pulses 

per each position. The length of the lines was 150 mm, while it was about 100 

µm for the width. As it can be seen in Figure 5.7, the picture is divided into 

primary rows. The upper row indicates on the test by using the substrate without 

any passivation and the second row illustrates the Si-wafer with passivation.  

The figure includes 5 principal columns for each main row. The first column 

shows 14 lines which are representative of the number of pulses from 1 in the 

first line and 14 in the last line. The second central column displays the first 

column with its specifications after electroless nickel plating. The tape test is 

performed on the samples which are shown in the third column. The particles 

are attached to the tape in some different lines. In the passivized silicon wafer 

the retained particles are much more than the substrate without passivation. 

The removed lines are a combination of the passivation layer and also the 

aluminum particles. These lines are shown in the fourth column after adhesion 

test on the tape. The last column shows the lines which are derived from the 

donor glass. The quality of the deposited particles was considered after 

electroless nickel plating to expand the aluminum nucleation by less than 5 µm 

height.  

The adhesion tape test is done based on the defined standard in Fig.5.6. In 

both samples, the spots, including 1–10 pulses had adhesion in removing areas 

of more than 65% (0B), resulting in the substrate with silicon nitride passivation. 

Regarding the laser shots with 10–14 pulses or even more, the adhesion was in 

the range of 4-5B for both samples, with a peeled zone of less than 5%. The 

test can estimate quantitative coating adhesion. The size and status of the 

grains are separately specified by the nucleation rate and the growth, which are 

directed by the diffusivity and adatom mobility in the system. [106-108]. 
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Fig.5.7 Adhesion tape test on Al transferred particles from Si -Wafer  

5.3. Adhesion shear test  

This test instruction describes the performance of shear test which is measured 

by force to remove the solder bump mechanically. For that, some different lines 

are produced by the LIFT process. Copper and aluminum particles are 

transferred from the coated donor side to the receiving substrate. Electroless 

nickel deposition plates the lines, and then nano gold particles covered the 

nickel seed to make a thin film on the silicon wafer substrate. The samples are 

transferred to the soldering device to be bumped. The SB2-Jet machine from 

PacTech GMBH is utilized for the test. The samples are fixed on the table, and 

80μm SAC-305 alloy (Sn 96.5%, Ag 3%, Cu 0.5%) is jetted on the lines. The 

bumped lines on the substrates will be sent to the shear testing machine in the 

clean room. Each sample is located with tweezers in the vacuum chuck of the 

test table. The test is carried out with the calibrated device. The shearing tool is 

fixed in 9µm height from the pad. In order to achieve good statistic results, a 

series of measurements require 30 shear tests.  
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Regarding the data collected from the test, the results indicated that a lower 

ram height and faster shear speed could lead to higher strength of the ball 

shear.  

As it is evident from Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.9, four shear tests having different 

parameters were performed on the lines for aluminum and copper respectively. 

The repetition rate was 100 kHz, and 80% of the shots were overlapped to 

make a smooth line by utilizing a Gaussian beam shape. The left side of the 

pictures illustrates the lines with bumped solder balls, and the right side shows 

the film after solder removal. The average required force for each test is written 

on the pictures. The shear removal speed is performed as its standard mode at 

50μm/s. The average pressure which is essential to reach at least 30 solder 

removals included 45.75, 51.55, 47.75 and 40.44 MPa for the 1, 5, 10 and 20 

pulses for each laser shot, respectively. The results of the shear test indicated 

that the best performance was recorded for five pulses per position; however, 

this sample could not be able to pass the tape test, and the film peeled the 

substrate. Ten pulses per laser shot were regarded as the second best result, 

which necessitated more force to remove the solder balls and it is adhered well 

to the substrate after performing the tape test. The samples placed in a reflow 

oven for 30 minutes at 200 °C for thermal curing. 

The same test with the upper condition is done for copper as well. As it can be 

perceived from Fig.5.9, in higher pulses per each laser shot (20), the bump is 

lifted from the pad, and it means the solder balls are not attached well to the 

film. 

The minimum required pressure based on the standard shear equation is 

calculated as 40 Mpa. 

The minimum required pressure could be passed when the pulses per each 

position are 1, 5 and 10 and the average removal pressures are 51.78, 64.95 

and 56.81 Mpa respectively. The bump height is shown in the middle column of 

the picture before removal. This height can be changed by variation of laser 

parameters, gaseous pressure, jet and standard modes in the SB2 -Jet 

machine. By comparing the shearing results from the aluminum-based pad and 

Copper-based pad in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, it could be concluded that the 
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adhesion for the copper-base is much better than the aluminum one. Having a 

closer look at Fig.5.9, the minimum required pressure for solder removal 

adhesion test belongs to the first test by having just 1 pulse per each position. 

The shear test results can be seen in the last row of the figure. This pressure 

(51.78 Mpa) which is the least value for the copper-base is higher than the 

maximum value for the aluminum-base (51.55 MPa). It could be concluded that 

production of the thin film by LIFT technique can make an appropriate pad line 

on the Si-wafer substrate which could pass the adhesion shearing test 

successfully comparing to the standard shear test for UBMs and soldering pads. 

This emphasizes the fact that, laser direct writing technique is a comparable 

alternative for the other methods of pad production in UBM applications. The 

mean standard deviation and specific force limitation of each shear test have 

been shown on Fig.5.8. The solder removal after shear test has two times more 

magnification than the left side pictures in the figure. 

 

Fig.5.8 Al-based pad, ps laser, 80% laser shots overlapping, Rep.rate: 100 

kHz, Wavelength: 1064 nm, Si-wafer with Si3N4 Passivation 
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Fig.5.9 Cu-based pad, ps laser, 80% laser shots overlapping, Rep.rate: 100 

kHz, Wavelength: 1064 nm, Si-wafer with Si3N4 Passivation 

5.4. Step-By-Step optimization process 

In the optimization process, three parameters including repetition rate, number 

of pulses per position, and laser pulse overlapping are exposed to modification. 

There is a change in one parameter in each step while the other parameters 

remained inflexible. In order to get more information on the effect of changes in 

the parameter, some lines were made with 100µm width. The diameter of the 

laser beam was calculated as around 60 µm by using 163mm focal lens with the 

following equation: 

𝑑 =
4.𝑀².𝑓.𝜆

𝜋.𝐷
                                                                         (5.1)  

Where, d: beam diameter in focus; M²: beam quality; f: focal lens diameter; 

λ: wavelength;  D: collimated beam diameter. 
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When the lines were made, E-less nickel was plated and accordingly gold-

plated by ensuring passivation for growth and consolidation of the particles. The 

ps Lumera laser was used during the optimization process. The optimization of 

the laser pulse energy will be described in 5.4.1. 

5.4.1 Determination of optimum pulse energy  

In these tests, the repetition rate is changed from 45-120 kHz, and the laser 

pulse energy is measured for each segment. The aluminum and copper printed 

particles on a Si-wafer substrate is illustrated in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 

respectively. Upper row with red color indicates the repetition rates in kHz and 

the second row represents the average output power, measured by the external 

power meter. This power is measured while the laser is pulsed (Q-switch). Two 

downer rows are regarded laser pulse intensity (blue) and laser energy (green). 

The repetition rate in the following tests is noted. It is measured by observing 

the output pulse on an oscilloscope and determining the pulse numbers per 

second. Energy per pulse is defined by dividing the average power by the 

repetition rate. Laser parameters can be calculated based on the following 

equations: 

E(EnergyinJoules) =
P(AveragepowerinWatts)

R.rate(Repetitionrateinpulsepersecond)
                                (5.2) 

The peak power of an optical pulse is the most extreme happening optical 

power. Because of the laser short pulse durations (ns, ps, fs), peak powers can 

become very high even for energetic pulses. 

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟[𝑊] =
𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦[𝑗]

𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛[𝑠]
                                                                  (5.3)               

The laser intensity is the result of photon energy and photon flux. The intensity 

of a laser beam is the optical power per unit area, which is transmitted through 

the target surface to the spread direction. The units of the optical intensity (or 

light intensity) are W/m2 or more commonly W/cm2.  

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 [
𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠

𝑐𝑚2
] =

𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟[𝑊]

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎[𝑐𝑚2]
                                                 (5.4) 

In the measurements, the Intensity has been calculated by considering the 

Average output power. Laser fluence defined as the energy which is delivered 

https://www.rp-photonics.com/pulses.html
https://www.rp-photonics.com/pulse_duration.html
https://www.rp-photonics.com/photons.html
https://www.rp-photonics.com/laser_beams.html
https://www.rp-photonics.com/optical_power.html
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per region or active area. Within the group of laser researchers and experts, it is 

widespread to characterize fluence in units of J/cm2. 

𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒[
𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑠

𝑐𝑚2
] =

𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦[𝑗]

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎[𝑐𝑚2]
                                                     (5.5)  

 

As it can be seen in Fig.5.10, the printed lines are melted when the repetition 

rate is below 75 kHz, due to the high pulse energy. The black line in the middle 

of these films is because of the Gaussian beam profile based on the distribution 

of special beams and the properties of transformation. The highest energy 

producing a smooth and appropriate deposition of particles is related to 87 µJ 

and 230 KW/cm² Intensity which is shown in the picture. The nickel and also 

gold particles are plated in the seeds on the lines and it shows the line’s quality 

better. Wherever the aluminum particles are deposited perfectly and there is no 

melted area, the nickel and gold covered the aluminum and makes the pad area 

bumping applications. Actually the 87µJ is the threshold for this deposition test 

and by increasing the repetition rate; the laser pulse energy will be reduced and 

it causes smooth deposition on the Si-wafer. The same experimental setup and 

test condition with identical laser parameters are done in copper which is shown 

in Fig.5.11. 500nm coated copper is used as a donor to be transferred on a Si-

wafer substrate. The results indicated that optimal parameter in the LIFT 

process could be achieved for a repetition rate above 80 kHz (6.61W of 

Average Power and Energy of 82.6µJ).  

While using ultrashort laser pulses, the physical processes such as 

photochemical action play an essential role in the thermal proceeding. Copper 

has better stability in forward printing on the heated Si-Wafer substrate than 

aluminum because of notable difference in melting point of them and also heat 

conductivity. Aluminium particles flowed in the reflow oven chamber due to the 

weak adhesion. The laser intensity is performed as the boundary situation in the 

irradiated target area when the heat is distributed on the surface. 
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Fig. 5.10 Optimization of Repetition rates and Pulse energy- Aluminum 

 

Fig.5.11 Optimization of Repetition rates and Pulse energy- Copper  
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The yellow line in the picture shows the threshold in the procedure. Having the 

repetition less than 80 kHz causes the melting area in the center of the lines. By 

increasing the repetition rate, the film quality will be steady. It is worth 

mentioning that, higher laser intensity affords smoother lines on the receiving 

substrate. Figure 5.12 illustrates two repetition rates; 50 kHz (above pictures) 

and 120 kHz (down pictures) based on distinct pulse energy and intensity. The 

laser parameters have been written in the figure. The laser energies are 116 µJ 

and 60 µJ for the repetition rates of 50 kHz and 120 kHz respectively. In the 

second row of the picture, there was a surplus in the Intensity in comparison 

with the upper row, and it is the reason that the melting area in the middle of the 

line cannot be seen. After analyzing through EDX, the whole area was wholly 

plated with nickel, and no molten area has remained. By having a closer look at 

the picture, it can be perceived that higher laser energy causes deformation of 

the thin film. By increasing the repetition rate, the energy will be better and 

smoother shape appears. The film in Fig.5.12 has thickness of 2 µm nickel and 

500 nm gold which have been plated on the Aluminum particles. 

 

Fig.5.12 Focused Ion beam cross section of Aluminum particles 
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5.4.2 Optimizing pulses per shot 

In this procedure, pulses per laser shot are exposed to be optimized. First, it 

was observed that good results were obtained for a repetition rate of more than 

80 kHz. Therefore, a repetition rate of 100 kHz was utilized in the optimization 

steps. As the optimization of the overlapping has not done yet, 80% is 

considered for the first step. A change from 1 to 40 took place for the deposition 

of Al on silicon wafer based on silicon nitride passivation for the pulses per 

position. Al includes a relatively high and fixed reflectance in the observable and 

an infrared range of wavelength. The results for pulses per shot in the range of 

7- 13 can be illustrated in Figure 5.13. Having 8-10 pulses per each position 

causes soft deposition as it can be seen in the picture. The higher number of 

pulses more than 15 affords surface deformation, and the transferred aluminum 

particles will make the diffusion layer with the substrates, and no nickel will be 

plated on the grains. 
  

 

Fig.5.13 Optimization of pulses per laser shot in Aluminum 

Based on the results, the particles were not deposited well on the substrate for 

less than eight pulses per position which caused the samples to fail the 
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adhesion tape test. A suitable deposition result was observed at 8-10 pulses for 

aluminum and 8-9 pulses for copper which has been illustrated in Fig.5.14.  

The high energy paves the way for an impaired layer on the substrate when the 

number of pulses increased to more than 15 like the same for aluminum. The 

best parameter as to pulse per shot optimization for both aluminum and copper, 

which could have simultaneously smooth deposition and could also pass the 

scratch tape test is 9. The Head affected Zone (HAZ) will cause unsmooth 

surface around the lines when the pulse numbers are too high. Line numbers 

11-13 in the Fig.5.14 indicates this fact. 
 

 

Fig.5.14 Optimization of pulses per laser shot in Copper  

5.4.3 Optimizing shot-to-shot overlap 

Finally, the overlapping was exposed to optimization. Based on the previous 

step in which nine pulses per shot could obtain excellent results for aluminum 

and copper both. There was a change in the range of 1-40 µm center to center 

for the distances among the laser shots. As it is clear from Figure 5.15, the laser 

pulses by having 5-13 µm distance is shown in 9 lines. The distance of 10µm 

and 11µm was able to generate perfect lines with smooth layers. If the gaps 

between each laser shot are more than 20µm, the distortion can be clearly 
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observed on the edges. The picture displays the test after nickel plating as well. 

The film shapes show the melted lines in 5-7µm distances within the first three 

lines. 

The same setup and test parameters are done for copper particles which have 

been illustrated in Figure 5.16. The optimal distance between laser shots for 

copper was identified as 10-11 µm. The copper lines are plated with nickel as 

well as for the aluminum which represented in Fig.5.15. It is concluded that 80% 

overlapping could ensure the production of perfect lines for both aluminum and 

copper. With less than 10µm distances between each laser shot, the lines have 

more overlap which can be seen in the pictures after nickel plating. The 

diffusion layer occurs when the intervals between each laser pulses are too 

less. In a specific position and a small gap between each laser shot, the printed 

particles will be implemented in the substrates, and the silicon dioxide will cover 

the transferring grains in the upper side of the Si-Wafer. Therefore, the four right 

lines in the picture (lines 10-13) have adsorption stage based on figure 2.5 in 

Chapter 2. 

 

Fig.5.15 overlapping optimization of shots in deposition process; Aluminum 
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Fig.5.16 overlapping optimization of shots in deposition process; Copper  

5.5. Focused Ion Beam (FIB) analysis  

A focused ion beam (FIB) system is a novel technology that has a high level of 

analogy with a focused electron beam system, for instance, scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) or a transmission electron microscope (TEM). In these 

systems, the electron beam is coordinated towards the specimen, and it 

generates signals that are utilized to make high magnification pictures of the 

sample. The Gallium (Ga+) ion beam hit the layer of the sample, and very small 

amount of material in nano ranges will be sputtered. The signal from the ions 

which are sputtered makes the image. FIB would be used in microscopic 

defects or cracks and also artificial microstructures in the surfaces.   

Based on the optimal parameter set specified in the mentioned steps in 5.4.1, 

5.4.2 and 5.4.3, lines including 100µm width were deposited on silicon 

substrate. When Al and Cu are forward transferred, an ordered intermetallic 

alloy will be generated. As explained before, first, electroless nickel was plated 

with 3-4µm height, and then 500 nm gold was plated for the coalescence of the 

particles.  
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As it can be seen in the following figures 5.17 and 5.18 different number of laser 

pulses is made of aluminum and copper respectively. The left side of these 

pictures illustrates just one pulse per each position while the right side indicates 

the 20 pulses. The FIB cross section shows the deposited particle on the 

substrate. The height of the printed particles after Electroless nickel plating are 

measured as approximately 4-5 µm for aluminum and 1.7- 4 µm for copper. Al 

involves high reflection index for different ranges of laser wavelengths. Also, 

aluminum can react spontaneously with air to establish aluminum oxide 

because of highly reactive properties [125, 126]. For both following figures, the 

same test parameters as before have been used; Lumera laser with eight ps 

pulse duration, 1064nm wavelength, aluminum and copper coated glass by the 

evaporating method with 500 nm thickness and the 300µm gap to the Si-wafer 

with Si3N4 Passivation. The laser shots have 80% pulse overlapping and 100 

kHz repetition rate. The smooth layer with just one pulse indicates the 

appropriate energy for the LIFT process; however, the adhesive tape test could 

not pass these specific test parameters with acceptable results. The green lines 

in the Fig.5.17 show the melted area. 
  

 

Fig.5.17 Different laser pulses per shot for aluminum material deposition 
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The pulse numbers per shot are too much, and it causes deformation through 

the lines. The pictures are taken by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in the 

clean room, and the cut in the film is made by Focused Ion Beam at PacTech 

GmbH. 

Fig.5.18 represents the utilization of copper material for deposition. The roughly 

flat area with nanometer deviations is made by just one pulse while the 

deformation layer arises with 20 pulses per each shot. The surface is cut 

horizontally with a focused ion beam under visual inspection. The materials 

(aluminum and copper) are removed with a small depth of the substrate (Si-

wafer). The cutting surface can be positioned with submicrometer accuracy so 

that even the most minor structures can be represented in the cross-section. 

 

Fig.5.18 Different laser pulses per shot for copper material deposition  

In Fig.5.19, four pictures are illustrative of different laser wavelengths (Infrared 

& green) and two different materials; Al and Cu. The same test condition of the 

previous tests is used for these investigations, but the pulse per shot is shown 

as just 1, and the nickel is not plated on the surfaces. The upper left picture is 

illustrative of copper in a frequency doubled laser, and the picture on its right 
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side represents the same material in a picosecond infrared laser. Two downer 

pictures in the following figure show the aluminum particles which are induced 

forward transfer by green and infrared laser in left and right respectively. The 

coating thickness of aluminum and copper on the donor glass is 500 nm. It can 

be perceived that copper particles are deposited successfully and make the 

seeds from both distinction laser wavelengths.  

The result of Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of each picture is shown in 

the upper left side of them. The EDX analysis illustrates the roughly equal 

percentages of copper (80%) on the Silicon wafer substrate for both lasers, but 

with distinguished higher oxidized layers in infra-red laser effect. The copper 

has 15% copper oxide (CuO) with the infrared laser, but it has only 5% CuO in 

the green laser. Copper has surface reflectivity (R) of 95.8% and approximately 

58% at 1064 nm and 515 nm wavelength respectively. The copper oxide layer 

in the infrared laser is because of the less absorption index for copper in this 

wavelength. 

 

Fig.5.19 LDW of Al and Cu particles by different laser wavelengths and 

repetition rates; Pulse duration: 8 ps, Substrate: Si -Wafer with Si3N4 

Passivation, Pulse per each shot: 1, distance between each shot: 10µm, 

Rep.rate: 100 kHz, distance between donor and substrate: 300µm 
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Two downer pictures are representative of aluminum utilization. The roughly 

same aluminum dioxide layer from the EDX analysis is because of the same 

reflection index of aluminum for both lasers. The FIB cross-sectioning of 

particles on the substrate indicates the wettability and smooth surface which 

could be utilized in the production of electronic pads in shape and diameters 

[12, 13]. 

Copper and aluminum have both high heat conductivity (Cu: 400 & Al: 250 

(W.m-1.K-1)) and they are different in specific heat capacity (Cu: 0.4 & Al: 0.9 

((J/g-°C). It means that copper is better at heat transfer than aluminum, but 

aluminum is able to radiate the heat into the air more than copper because of its 

lower density (Cu: 8.96 & Al: 2.7 (g/cm3)). It could be summarized that specific 

physical property of aluminum and copper cause occurring different 

specification of deposited particles in shapes, orientation, size, HAZ, and 

roughness on Si-Wafer during the LIFT process. The form of deposits produced 

by the LIFT procedure depends on the removal process of the aluminum and 

copper in the target as well as on the interaction of the incoming molten material 

with the substrate. The removal process exposes itself to the distribution of the 

material on the substrate. The optimum operating parameters have been 

achieved for aluminum and copper; e.g., laser pulse energy, donor film 

thickness, quality of the laser beam, and pulse width for efficient transfer of the 

features in the LIFT process. It was also found that the micro aluminum and 

copper particles with a smooth surface morphology are obtained at a fluence 

level just over the printing origin for the sample. This deposition threshold is 

conditioned on the sample thickness, duration of the laser pulse, etc. The laser 

power, the donor thickness, and the paste substrate gap are identified as critical 

variables in the process. 

5.6. Roughness measurement test 

Laser direct writing is used for deposition of aluminum and copper particles on 

the Si-wafer substrate based on 1064 nm (Infrared) and 515nm (green) as two 

kinds of different picosecond laser wavelengths. The line width of each material 

is elastically controlled by changing the magnification of the lens. The material 
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line widths are around 70µm and 35µm for infrared and green laser, 

respectively. Both of these lasers were optimized for approximately 70 µJ pulse 

energy in 100 kHz repetition rate. In order to get more information on the 

particles transferred to the substrate, different adhesion tests have been 

implemented for the selected samples. Various factors play a role in adhesion, 

such as interface contamination, structure, chemical dependency and interface 

broadness with modification of ion energy and ion species, although the 

properties of the thin film may not be considered [114, 115]. 

For preparing the samples, ethanol and deionized water were used to wash Si-

wafers and then they were dried at 100°C in the oven. Furthermore, the 

implanted substrates immersed in the ethanol beaker in the ultrasonic cleaner 

tank with 80°C were used to investigate the mechanical stability of thin films on 

Si-wafers. No significant difference was reported for ultrasonic cleaning on the 

samples with high-frequency vibration before and after 30 minutes.  

Surface roughness regarded as the quality of having a heterogeneous or 

irregular layer. This index plays a significant role as it is used to determine the 

way of interaction between the transferred particles with the silicon wafer 

substrate. The surface is rough when the deviation of the real surface from its 

ideal form is enormous. A profilometer instrument is utilized to measure the 

quality of the surface profile. Among the most common parameters of 

roughness, Ra, Rz, and Rsk are going to be mentioned. Ra represents an 

average of the roughness of the deposited aluminum and copper particles by 

implementing laser-induced forward transfer. The roughness considered as the 

area existing between the roughness profile and its average line. Ra cannot be 

regarded as a complete index to represent the line shapes although it is the 

most common parameter used for measuring the surface profile. Some profiles 

may have different deep peak and valleys in their shape even if they involve the 

same Ra. Rz (ISO) is described as the mean of roughness depth, which 

represents the mean distance between the five highest peaks and the five 

lowest valleys in each length of the sampling. Skewness (Rsk) is regarded as 

another important parameter used to measure the printed micro/nano particles, 

which is in charge of describing the profile shape [116-118]. Rsk represents the 
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symmetry of the variation of a profile about its mean line. More random surfaces 

include a skew near zero. Rsk has different distributions as follows:             

Rsk = 0: Symmetrical about the average line (normal distribution) 

Rsk > 0: Skewed downward relative to the average line 

Rsk < 0: Skewed upward relative to the average line         

As it is observed from Figure 5.20, the reflection rate varies about some factors 

such as the wavelength of laser light, material types and surface state. The 

horizontal axis illustrates the laser wavelength while the vertical one indicates 

the percentage of reflectivity percentage 20 intervals. 

In the material having a high coefficient of absorption, the laser beam can 

change to heat energy, leading to an increase in the temperature the surface. 

Thin coated layer on the glass is ablated and removed by the power of the 

focused laser while implanting the material on the adsorption layer of silicon 

wafer substrate [122, 123]; however, high laser power involving short pulses 

leads to the very little thermal impact on the substrate.  

By looking at the diagram in fig.5.20, more carefully, it is concluded that 

ultraviolet laser has a higher rate of absorption and Infrared light has a higher 

rate of reflection based on copper, silver and gold alloy. As far as aluminum is 

concerned, the amount is nearly fixed or unchanged. When a Green or IR laser 

is used, less than 5% difference is reported for the reflection. 
 

 

Fig.5.20 Reflectance diagram vs. wavelength for different materials [121] 
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Copper includes a very high reflectivity (98%-99%) during the infrared, but there 

is a limited reflectivity (60%) regarding the green spectral regions. 

A decrease in the reflectivity and an increase in the transmission of the surface 

are possible when the thickness and density of metal coatings are controlled.  

The roughness measuring test is done by using Infrared Lumera picosecond 

laser and green Trumpf laser with the same pulse duration. The repetition rate 

is fixed at 100 kHz for both lasers and the number of pulses per shot considered 

as 9 for both copper and aluminum. 80% overlapping is carried out for both 

tests. The main roughness parameters for copper and aluminum for the 

mentioned different wavelength is summarized in table 5.1. 

As it is evident from the table, the mean roughness depth is around 1 µm based 

on infrared laser and aluminum while the Rz drastically increased to 2.34 µm for 

the same wavelength with copper, which can represent the smoother surface of 

the particles of the aluminum donor, compared to copper coated glass.  

As it has been explained, the reflectivity of aluminum remains approximately 

fixed in two different wavelengths; however, the results are different regarding 

the laser with 515 nm wavelength. The green laser with copper material by 1.33 

µm height difference is placed the second smoothest area. By looking again at 

the reflectance diagram, 58% reflection belongs to copper, based on the 

frequency doubled laser. Rz represents the softest level of copper particles on 

the substrate, although the average of roughness is slightly high (0.2µm). 
 

Table.5.1 Different picosecond laser wavelengths on aluminum and copper 
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The skewness of the lines is shown in the first column of the table. When the 

value of Rsk is greater than 1.5 in magnitude (positive or negative), the surface 

fails to have a smooth form and a simple parameter such as average roughness 

is apparently not adequate to characterize the surface quality. Furthermore, Rsk 

near zero can represent the homogeneous line made of aluminum involving 

1064 nm wavelength. Different curves from the roughness measurements (Rz) 

from Table.5.1 are shown in Fig.5.21 which illustrates the maximum deviation of 

peaks and valleys. 
  

 

Fig.5.21 Cu and Al roughness diagrams for different laser wavelengths  

Laser wavelength and the materials are written on all sides of the Fig.5.21. The 

existence of the difference in the skewness of copper and aluminum lines is 

represented according to their absorption and reflection index. The radiation of 

the laser beam on the processing surface includes a high density of energy. 

Laser beams are reflected on the surface of materials through the material 

reflection or attracted by the density of light. The rate of reflection on coated 

glass plays a significant role in utilizing the laser for special processing.  

The ablation threshold of metal particles is correlated to the mean of the 

dissociation energy of a coated glass and the ability to reflect or attracting ultra-

short laser pulse radiation [119]. A shorter wavelength leads to a rise in 

reflection while there is an increase in absorption when expansion takes place 
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in photon energy [120]. Laser radiation on the silicon wafer causes aluminum 

and copper particles to be transferred, which leads to the creation of some 

lines. As it can be seen in Fig.5.22 and Fig.5.23, four lines are made by laser 

direct writing method. The distance between each laser shot was optimized by 

10µm, 9 pulses per each position and the 100 kHz repetition rate, which is 

shown in Fig.5.22 and 40 kHz in Fig.5.23. 

 Fig.5.22 100 kHz repetition rate versus different laser wavelengths for 

aluminum and copper particles 

 

Fig.5.23 40 kHz repetition rate versus different laser wavelengths for 

aluminum and copper particles 
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Pulse energy equals to 137 µJ for both lasers (infrared and green) with a 40 

kHz repetition rate. The first line in figures 5.22 and 5.23, indicated aluminum 

particles as the donor based on the frequency doubled laser (λ=515nm), which 

are deposited on the substrate. The infrared laser (λ=1064) is used for 

aluminum particles as it is evident in the second line. By looking at the third and 

fourth lines, copper is applied for positioning particles with green and IR laser, 

respectively. The pulse energy of the IR laser for aluminum and copper equaled 

to 69.5 µJ, based on 100 kHz repetition rate and 7 W output power.  As for 

aluminum and copper, the laser intensity with 1.064 µm wavelength was 245 

KW/cm². Therefore, it can be concluded that the copper has an appropriate 

wettability for both different laser wavelengths. However, considerable high 

pulse energy at 40 kHz leads to the implantation of the uneven surface. It is 

clear that the quality of lines with lower intensity is not the same as higher 

density. In other words, the higher laser intensity leads to more transfer of 

particles in the solid membrane and creates a desorption structure for the layer. 

The silicon nitride layer (Si3N4) leads to the passivation of the silicon wafer to 

reduce the permeation of particles in Si-wafer substrates, accordingly hinders 

diffusion phenomenon [124]. The coating thickness of aluminum and copper 

was 500 nm on a standard glass based on the diameter of 250mm and the 

thickness of 1.1mm. 

Figure 5.24 illustrates the LIFT tests on copper particles in 3 phases; copper 

transferred on a Si-wafer substrate, nickel plated on copper particles and finally, 

electroless gold is plated on nickel grains. The tests are executed by infrared ps 

Lumera laser with 100 kHz optimized repetition rate and the 9µm distance 

between each laser shot. The first row in the picture is illustrative of 1 pulse per 

each position while the second row shows just five pulses. Row 3 and 4 

represent 10 and 20 pulses per each position respectively. Each line has 

around 100 µm width and 15 mm length. It is evident by increasing the pulse 

numbers from 5 to 10 and 10 to 20, the film is not going to be transferred in the 

Si-wafer, and it creates molten and rough areas on the substrate which nickel 

and gold could not be adequately plated on the particles. Having fewer pulses 
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per shot bring smooth and flat pad lines, but the adhesion should be considered 

in these test conditions. 

 

Fig.5.24 Copper deposition particles by LIFT technique by considering 

different pulses per laser shot in 3 stages; copper transferred particles, 

after nickel plating and after gold plating process 

The following diagram in Fig.5.25 provides information regarding roughness 

measurements in different test conditions. While the vertical axis represents 

mean roughness depth (Rz) with an interval of 1, the horizontal one depicts the 

different test numbers based on table.A.1 in the Appendix. The infra-red ps 

laser with different deposition parameter is performed for the surface profile 

measuring. By having a closer look at the diagram, it can be perceived that 

copper makes a smoother film on the silicon wafer in comparison with 

aluminum. The maximum Rz for copper belongs to test number 49 with 50 kHz 

repetition rate, 15 pulses per shot, the 5µm distance between each laser shot 

and 116µJ energy. The second higher Rz is for test number 33 with 116 µJ 

pulse energy and 50 kHz repetition rate. The least average roughness (Ra) for 

copper is with highest repetition rate and lower pulse energy by considering the 

least pulse overlapping (Test 48). Besides, the best group of roughly a flat area 
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for copper is for tests 13-16 which the pulse number is just 1 and with 20µm 

pulse intervals. For aluminum, the measured roughness is worse than copper. 

When the number of the pulses increases, it causes a drastic rise in the 

average roughness. The worst results belong to the tests with the highest pulse 

overlapping (tests 113-116) and especially for test number 97. The smoothest 

measurement is for test number 96 by paying attention to its test parameters; 

highest repetition rate, least pulse energy, five pulses per each shot and 

maximum distance between each laser shot. 

As it can be seen in fig.5.26, skewness has been measured in different test 

conditions. When Rsk is bigger than 1.5, the surface does not have a smooth 

form, and the best results for skewness should be close to zero to provide the 

homogeneous film on a silicon wafer. By having a closer look at the table A.1 in 

the appendix and diagram in fig.5.26, it is evident that copper has better results 

in skewness than aluminum. The quantity of bigger Rsk than 1.5 for aluminum is 

much more than copper. The worst outcome for aluminum belongs to the test 

number 87 with 200 kHz repetition rate, five pulses per each position and 10µm 

distances between each laser shot. The laser pulse energy is calculated as 40 

µJ. For copper, the worst results belong to test numbers 36 and 42 which both 

have ten pulses per each position and pulse energy of 25µJ and 69µJ 

respectively. The error deviation has been calculated for each test parameters, 

and it is shown in the figures as well. By calculating the standard deviation of 

Rsk for aluminum and copper with Minitab Software, it can be concluded that 

copper has better profile shape than aluminum in the printed lines. The 

standard deviation of measured skewness of aluminum and copper is 1.51 and 

0.82 respectively. This variation is calculated for Rz as well. Aluminum had 2.81 

aberrations while copper possesses just 1.33. It means that copper has a 

smoother surface in comparison with aluminum. The reason is that of the 

difference in physical specification of copper and aluminum. The specific mass 

(ρ) of copper is roughly three times more than aluminum (Al: 2.71; Cu: 8.96 (Kg 

m-3)). In addition, copper has a much higher melting point than aluminum. It 

means appropriate laser energy could transfer copper particles and make a soft 

layer while it causes uneven surface of aluminum. 
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Fig.5.25 Aluminum and Copper average roughness diagram 
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Fig.5.26 Aluminum and Copper skewness measurements 
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Multilayer thin films play a significant role in microelectronic applications, MEMS 

and nano electromechanical systems [127-130].  

This chapter aimed to demonstrate how parameters can be optimized for nano 

particles transferring. First, the threshold of repetition rate was measured to 

transfer the aluminum and copper. Then, pulse energy and Cu onto the Si-wafer 

substrate were measured accordingly. Furthermore, the pulse-overlapping and 

also the number of laser pulses per each position were optimized. After Al and 

Cu nano particle were deposited, Ni was plated on Al seeds to reach an 

approximately 4-5 µm of the extra Ni layer. Longer plating times resulted in 

thicker coatings, although a reduction of the plating rate happened over time. 

The higher surface coverage is regarded as the result of depositing smaller 

particles directly onto the silicon, which led to a higher homogeneity and better 

adhesion. The growth of thickness was largely controlled by temperature and 

time.  

The scientific progress of this study goes on the advantages of the LIFT 

process, especially in metal grids in solar cell applications (CIGS) which can be 

generalized in production lines. LIFT is an adequate substitute for traditional 

metal gridding techniques like Photolithography and Evaporation method. The 

main advantages of the LIFT comparing to the Photolithography are the higher 

transferring speed (up to 30 m/s), maskless process and no etching requisition 

which has chemical pollution during the process. 

In evaporation technique, the mask is going to be covered with vaporized 

material, and it should be cleaned after several usages, which increases the 

process steps and also raise the costs and the process cycle time. Equal line 

widths and heights could be achieved in the Laser direct writing procedure. In 

spite of the evaporating technique, LIFT has a very fast transferring process, 

and it is applicable even in very large substrates (1-4 m2) with different 

materials (glass, epoxy, silicon wafers and etc.)  
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6. Conclusion and Outlook 

In the present study, the goal was the implementation of a new technique to 

produce thin films of a material into a surface. The laser-induced forward 

transfer has been characterized of aluminum and copper by using ps laser 

pulses with different wavelengths from a coated donor glass. The optimum 

operating parameters for aluminum and Copper are evaluated, For instance; 

laser fluence, focus quality, pulse duration, repetition rate, pulse per each laser 

shot and shot overlapping for efficient transfer of the particles in the LIFT 

process. 

 Laser pulse energy and the thickness of the coated glass layer were regarded 

as the parameters included in this process. The printed lines are smoother and 

more homogeneous at lower pulse energies, which are regarded as the result of 

high repetition rate with modifications in the optical features of the glass.  

Laser parameters play a significant role in the profile of the deposited particles 

on the target substrate. By establishing all the deposition parameters, the 

optimized pulses per each shot starts from 9 and 10 based on the laser power, 

which could pass both tape and shear adhesion tests successfully. It 

determines the achievement of the uniform thickness across the wafer for both 

aluminum and Copper. By decreasing the laser pulse numbers from 10 to 1, the 

laser pulse energy is not sufficient to transfer aluminum and copper particles 

perfectly. Besides, by increasing them from 10 to 20, the pulse energy is too 

high, which pave the way for devastating the film layer and causes creating the 

unsmoothed surface of the absorption layer of silicon wafer substrate. 

Copper involves a smoother surface by laser direct transfer, along with the 

wavelength of 515 nm in comparison with aluminum. The penetration of the 

particles is much higher in 40 kHz repetition rate, for both copper and 

aluminum, which is regarded as the main reason for the rough shape on the 

silicon wafer substrate. Fewer particles were transferred onto the substrate 

because of high pulse energy at lower repletion rates. 

The nickel is plated on the particles to create more coalescence on the target 

substrate for doing the shear test. The height and thickness of nickel are based 
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on the amount of aluminum, copper, or other materials which are deposited 

onto the target surface.  

In order to transmit the particles from the coated side of the glass to the target, 

pulsed laser energy should be placed higher than the threshold energy. This 

deposition threshold is dependent on the sample thickness, quality of focus, and 

duration of the laser pulse as well as laser intensity. The minimum required 

energy to achieve smoothly transferred particles on a Si-wafer substrate by 

using a donor with 500 nm coated thickness was 83 µJ and 87 µJ for copper 

and aluminum respectively. By increasing the laser fluence above the 

deposition threshold, broad areas around the deposited particles are seen 

because of the heat affected zone (HAZ). 

Adhesion is regarded as an applicable method of showing how well two 

different materials adhered together. The measurement of the adherence 

indicates the essential force for separating the particles from the surface. The 

excellent film adhesion can be reached in the LIFT technique after passing the 

tape and shear test successfully. The size, shape, and the phase state of the 

transferred particles can be controlled by the laser fluence and by the thickness 

of the donor film.  

In the LIFT process, there is no need for a clean room, chemical compounds, 

and vacuum chambers despite the Photolithography, sputtering, evaporation 

technique and LCVD process. Most of the LIFT processes are carried out under 

ambient atmospheric conditions. Also, LIFT has high flexibility to make the lines, 

shapes, structures in different substrates (glass, Si-wafer, Epoxy material, etc.). 

By optimizing the laser parameters and also the coating specification on the 

donor glass, feature sizes could be achieved success on the order of 1-2 µm in 

the LIFT process. This simple, fast, one-step technique has great application 

potential in research on micro- and nano-device fabrication. Wire bonding and 

interconnection of microelectronic devices in micro scales, as well as soldering 

in less than 30 µm, are regarded as some applications of implementing the 

proposed method in the near future. The non-contact 3-dimensional laser direct-

write technique has the ability of adaptation and outperforms the 3D 

interconnect processes and TSVs (Through Silicon Via). In other words, the 
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implementation of this technique for deposition accurately and assembling the 

building blocks of different shapes and sizes may result in utilizing electronic 

and MEMS devices for a variety of applications by decreasing costs and 

complexity.
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Appendix 

Table A.1 shows 128 tests with different laser parameters for aluminum and 

Copper. As it can be seen, test numbers 1-64 belongs to copper and 65-128 is 

for aluminum. 3rd column in the table relates to different repetition rates during 

the test. 50,100,200 and 400 kHz repetition rate is adjusted for each test. A 

number of the laser pulses vary from 1 to 20 in four subdivisions; 1,5,10 and 15 

passes for each position. The fifth column is illustrative of pulse overlapping. 

The distance of each laser shot has been performed as 5, 10, 15 and 20 µm. 

The laser pulse energy has been calculated for each test with its specific 

parameters. Columns 7-17 represent the roughness parameters for each row. 

In order to explain these parameters, some terminologies are going to be 

introduced:  

Sampling Length (l):  

Sampling length or Cut-off Length is the normal wavelength for distinguishing 

the roughness and waviness. 

Evaluation Length (L): 

Evaluation length or Assessment Length is the length that the value of surface 

parameters is measured. 

Mean Line (M): 

Mean Line is the border line for measuring the profile deviations of the 

roughness. 

Profile Peak: 

Profile Peak is the maximum height in the profile that lies above the mean line 

Profile valley: 

Profile Valley is the maximum depth in the profile that lies below the mean line. 

Profile Irregularity: 

Profile Irregularity is a profile peak adjoining the profile valley. 

By having all, we can define the roughness parameters as follows: Rp and Rv 

are maximum profile peak height and maximum profile valley depth from the 

mean line respectively. In the other word, they are the highest and lowest point 

in the measuring profile. Rz which belongs to the 9th column in the table 
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provides information regarding the average maximum profile of the five highest 

peaks-to-valleys in the appraised area. Rz is one of the essential roughnesses 

measuring parameters which are helpful for surface evaluation texture. Rc 

(mean height of profile irregularities) is the mean height of profile elements 

illustrates the average value of the height of the curve element in the test 

length. Rt is the maximum height of the sampling profile. In the other word, Rt is 

the vertical distance between the highest and lowest points of the profile in the 

evaluation length. Ra (Average roughness) is the average of the points of the 

profile heights over the evaluation length. Ra is usually utilized to explain the 

roughness of the surface; however, Rz has more precision value, and it has 

been shown in Fig.5.25. The Rq (Root Mean Square) provides information 

about the average between the height deviations and the mean line over the 

evaluation length. Rq or RMS is a functional parameter to show the skew and 

kurtosis in the profile. Rsk is a measure of the asymmetry of the profile 

regarding the mean line. Skewness illustrates the characteristics of the process. 

Negative skew shows the valley dominations and the positive ones indicate the 

surfaces with peaks. The best parameter for skewness is zero. The 15th column 

in table demonstrates the Rku which is representative of kurtosis in the profile. 

Rku is a measure of edges above and below the mean line. A perfect surface 

has Rku=3. This index is used to control and to measure the stress fractures. 

Rmr is defined as the fraction of a line and states as a percentage and Rdc is 

Profile high section difference in µm. 
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Table A.1 Roughness measurement by considering laser parameters  
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